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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to explore and create an understanding of how

architectural structures. that adhere to deconstructivist design principles, can

inspire the reconstruction of second-hand school fumiture and scrap metal. The

planned pieces will continue to create an awareness of sustainability, by designing

for reuse. These functional fumiture pieces of low tables and chairs will be

handcrafted, appealing to a niche market, or specific spaces and they will act as

expressions of contradiction.

This research will act as an addition to a body of knowledge, where I will primarily

focus on contradicting the traditional form and aesthetic of fumiture design. I have

decided to create these functional pieces to express a new possible direction of

fumiture design.

The study context is a potential confrontational experience in that I want to

challenge the conventional form and aesthetics of fumiture design. These pieces of

fumiture will be placed in a niche market where they will exist as one-offs that are

not produced for mass-consumption, as they will be individually hand-erafted.

These days more and more people are attempting to live in a more sustainable

manner by practicing to reduce our consumption of products and resources; reuse

that which we have disposed of and forgotten as consumers and to recycle waste

products and transform them into a feasible afterlife (Martin, 2010).

The theory is focused on Sohaillnayatullah's theory of "Futures Thinking", and this

.theory is further supported by Victor Margolin's study of changing existing

situations into preferred ones. The research further reflects on Jacques Derrida's

theory of deconstruction, and this research is further supported by the theory of

sustainability, by Qesigning for reuse, with a focus on Ezio Manzini.

Therefore, my research study is concerned with confronting and challenging

the conformity that the form of furniture and its aesthetic adhere to.
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Glossary

• Architectural structures: A constructed building consisting of an

arrangement of parts to form a multifaceted entity (WordNet, 2003).

• Design principles: Has to do with the use of visual elements such as,

balance, rhythm, scale, proportion, contrast and dominance that are

organized into compositions (Scottish Women's Rural Institutes, 1998).

• Reconstruction: The process of changing or improving the condition of

something or the way it works; the activity of building again something

that has been damaged or destroyed (Hornby, 2005: 1217).

• Second-hand furniture: Furniture that is not new and was previously

owned by somebody else (Hornby, 2005: 1319).

• Scrap metal: Rubbish or waste material, especially discarded metal

that is useless or unwanted, but suitable for reprocessing (Hall, 2006:

556).

• Reuse: To use something again because it is still functioning (Martin,

2010).
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1. Introduction

1.1 Statement of research problem

The purpose of this research is to explore and create an understanding of how

architectural structures, that adhere to deconstructivist design principles, can

inspire the reconstruction of second-hand school furniture and scrap metal. The

planned pieces will continue to create an awareness of sustainability, by

designing for reuse. These functional furniture pieces of low tables and chairs will

be handcrafted, appealing to a niche market, or specific spaces and they will act

as expressions of contradiction supported by theories. The theory is focused on

Sohaillnayatullah's theory of "Futures Thinking", a study to better understand the

course of change in order to create wiser preferred futures (Inayatullah, 2001).

This theory is further supported by Victor Margolin's study of changing existing

situations into preferred ones (Margolin, 1989). The research further reflects on

Jacques Derrida's theory of deconstruction, stating that written texts undermine

their apparent meanings as there is no limit to their interpretation (The Studio

Trust, 2010). My work will reflect the design principles that adhere to

deconstructivisrn, namely the architectural structures of this style such as

fragmented forms and distorted geometries that bring about an unsettling

aesthetic (Horsley, 2009). This research is further supported by the theory of

sustainability, by designing for reuse, with a focus on Ezio Manzini and his theory

of designing for sustainability to regenerate our context of life (Doors of

Perception, 2003). Therefore, my research study is concerned with confronting

and challenging the conformity that the form of furniture and its aesthetic adhere

to.



1.2 Background to research problem

Context

The study context is a potential confrontational experience in that I want to

challenge the conventional form and aesthetics of furniture design. These pieces

of furniture will be placed in a niche market where they will exist as one-offs that

are not produced for mass-consumption, as they will be individually hand-crafted.

These days more and more people are attempting to live in a more sustainable

manner by pract!cing to reduce our consumption of products and resources;

reuse that which we have disposed of and forgotten as consumers and to recyde

waste products and transform them into a feasible afterlife (Martin, 2010).

Inspiration

I will be focusing on the architectural structures of deconstructivism namely the

architecture of Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind, and the design principles that

adhere to this style of architecture. I chose the architectural structures as they

are the most visible symbols that have characterized and remained of the

deconstructivist style (Murray, 2004: 98). The deconstructivist expression of

architecture embraces complex geometric forms and shapes appearing as

fragmented figures, broken-straight lines, angles and curves and clashing and

distorted geometries. In this way these structures bring across an unsettling and

incomplete facade (Horsley, 2009). These distinctive elements of the

architectural structures will be noticeable in the furniture of low tables and chairs

which I will be producing.

The connection between architecture and furniture is based on structure and

form,as they are both set in their construction to bring out the best strength of

materials (Siegel, 2010). These objects have to be resilient and robust to

withstand that which they come into contact with over time. I was inspired by the

manner in which deconstroetivist architecture challenged and contradicted the

traditional building form preceding postrnodemism (Ayerbe, 2009), and in the
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same manner these reconstructed furniture pieces aim to confront the traditional

aesthetic of furniture design.

1.3Significance to knowledge gap

This research will act as an addition to a body of knowledge, where I will primarily

focus on contradicting the traditional form and aesthetic of furniture design. I

have decided to create these functional pieces to express a new possible

direction of furniture design.

1.4Topic area

Sustainability by designing for reuse: The furniture that I will be producing will

affect environmental sustainability as I will be minimizing the burdens that impact

the natural environment (Fuad-Luke, 2004: 12). The production of these furniture

pieces will not disturb the natural environment by the cutting down of a tree to

provide new wood for its manufacture and iron ore will not have to be

expensively processed to provide new steel. By designing for the reuse of wood

and steel, I am diminishing the accumulation of 'waste wood' and scrap metal

that has been disposed of. I am giving a new life to these furniture pieces and I

am adding new value and interest to their aesthetic.

1.5 Clarifications of basic terms

• Architectural structures: A constructed building consisting of an

arrangement of parts to form a multifaceted entity (WordNet, 2003).

• Design principles: Has to do with the use of visual elements such as,

balance, rhythm, scale, proportion, contrast and dominance that are

organized into compositions (Scottish Women's Rural Institutes, 1998).
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• Reconstruction: The process of changing or improving the condition of

something or the way it works; the activity of building again something that

has been damaged or destroyed (Hornby, 2005: 1217).

• Second-hand furniture: Furniture that is not new and was previously

owned by somebody else (Hornby, 2005: 1319).

• Scrap metal: Rubbish or waste material, especially discarded metal that is

useless or unwanted, but suitable for reprocessing (Hall, 2006: 556).

• Reuse: To use something again because it is still functioning (Martin,

2010).

1.60bjectives of the research

The intention of this research is to make people aware of a new furniture

aesthetic and to demonstrate that such forms, as are evident in deconstructivist

architecture (Schulman, 1998), can possibly be used in furniture design, whilst

still creating the product to remain fully functional.
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1.7 Research question and sub-questions

Research question

To what extent can designing for reuse, inspired by deconstructive architecture,

promote sustainability, have appeal and be functional?

Sub-questions

1. What is deconstruction, how has this been applied to architecture, and can a

design aesthetic be detennined?

2. To what extent is a deconstructive aesthetic evident in sustainable design?

3. Does a deconstructive design aesthetic, applied to furniture, appeal to

a niche market?
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2. Uterature Review

2.1 Previously existing research

The Campana Brothers are experts and practitioners in the field of sustainable

design by designing for recycling and reuse (Fuad-Luke, 2004: 23). Their

contribution towards environmental sustainability is in the form of developing

furniture by recycling and reusing every day, ready-made materials of waste

products and industrial goods (Blouin, 2010). Their inspiration is drawn from their

Brazilian heritage, the Brazilian street life and the colourful camivai culture

whereby they combine found objects and transform their chaos into beauty

(Muniz, 2008). The materials that they work with are wood and fabric off-cuts,

cardboard, rope, aluminium wire and furry toys; all objects that have been

disposed of and forgotten by the consumer. They challenge themselves in using

these existing materials to make something out of nothing, thus creating a world

out of scarcity (Blouin, 2010).

2.2 Key concepts

• Futures Thinking: Sohaillnayatullah recognizes it as a study of the Mure

whereby one can better understand the process of change so that a wiser,

preferred Mure can be created (Inayatullah, 2001).

• Deconstruction: Jacques Derrida's objective that written texts undermine

their evident meanings as they contain limitless interpretation and have no

restrictions fixed in any meaning as there is no end to interpretation (The

. Studio Trust, 2010).

• Deconstructivism: An iconic style of architecture which focuses on the

form and the shape of a building by liberating the geometry of traditional

architecture (Siegel, 2010).
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• Sustainability: Ezio Manzini stresses that we need to redevelop the

context in which we currently exist by learning to consume less and so we

will regenerate our context of life (Manzini, 2009).

2.3 Theoretical underpinning

Futures Thinking

Sohaillnayatullah defines Futures Thinking as the study of alternative futures

whereby an individual can enhance their understanding of the course of change

to create a world in which they aspire to live in (Inayatullah, 2001). He states that

even as the future is disrupting, as a result of our destructive influence on the

environment, we continue to practice our old patterns of behavior. We recognize

that change is necessary but we seem to be unable to bring it about

Inayatullah speaks about the basic concepts of Futures Thinking namely the

disowned future. Here he reminds us that the undesirable future that we pushed

away has a way of resurfacing which can be troubling. We are to confront these

factors in order to integrate the identities that we have rejected (Inayatullah,

2001). In the same manner the second-hand school furniture and scrap metal

have been disowned. These pieces were not utilizable by the owner any longer

and therefore they were disposed of thus now existing in an unknown. disowned

Mure. The purpose of using discarded materials is to reinstate them back into

society; to end their abandonment and in this way, to bring with each piece a new

identity. Through the reconstructed furniture pieces I depict the manner in which I

confront the factors of traditional form and aesthetics that confine furniture

design.

The concept of alternative futures is our belief that there is only one Mure. We

make the same mistakes each time because we cannot see the alternatives.

especially of a future that is better than our existing one. When we look for these

alternatives, we are able to see something new (Inayatullah. 1992). Similarly the

reconstructed furniture pieces will be given a new life and aesthetic, which will
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add a new value and interest to these previously old pieces of wood and scrap

metal (Homby, 2005).

Our basic concepts of the worlds that we create are frequently challenged and

then deconstructed. Inayatullah says that this is because without the proper tools

and strategy with which to approach Futures Thinking, we tend to create an

unsettling image of the world that we think we want (Inayatullah, 2001). In the

same manner the reconstructed pieces challenge the traditional form that

fumiture adheres to by the method of deconstruction (Ayerbe, 2009). This

method takes apart the components of the traditional elements of furniture and

reconstructs them to bring forth an original, innovative aesthetic.

Deconstruction

The theory of deconstruction was derived from the theoretical writings of the

French philosopher, Jacques Derrida, who states that all written texts undermine

their evident meanings because they contain limitless interpretation. There are

no restrictions fixed in any meaning as individuals possess their own account of

interpretation and therefore there is no end to interpretation (The Studio Trust,

2010). Derrida argues against the belief of an inevitable centre, a structure that

serves to organize the degree of difference of language, thought, traditions,

societies, beliefs and practices. This belief has come to be interpreted as

"anything goes' since nothing has any real meaning or truth (Siegel, 2010).

The shift from the formal language of deconstruction into its field of practical

design work fundamentally impacted on architecture, whereby this method

contradicted the traditional building form. Deconstructivist architecture is a style

that opposed the ordered rationality of Modernism, which preceded it; with the

Bauhaus movement, stating that 'form follows function' (Gittens, 2009).

The theory of deconstruction took a confrontational standpoint toward the

architecture and architectural history, by disjoining and disassembling the

architectural structure (Johnson & Wigley, 1988: 34). These architectural
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constructions liberated the geometry of traditional architecture to create this

opposing and dynamic new form of expression. This expression recognizes

shapes and forms of unimaginable complexity; fragmented forms and clashing

and distorted geometries; and the structure brings across an unsettling and

incomplete facade. The geometries create this dramatic aesthetic, evident in

deconstructivist architecture, which will directly influence the form and aesthetics

of my furniture range.

Sustainability

The term "sustainability" is defined as "meeting the needs of the present without

comprising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs' (Hassan,

2006). The needs of the present can be met through the development and

practice of recycling waste products, reducing that which we consume and

reusing that which we plan to dispose of (Martin, 2010). The planned furniture

pieces are expressions of my environmental awareness of sustainability by which

I will be designing for the reuse of wood and steel.

Ezio Manzini creates an environmental awareness by encouraging this concept

of designing for sustainability. He urges that we learn to consume less in order to

bring about a renewed context of life. He addresses the issue of the culture of

consumption and requires that we think beyond 'the product' and see it as a

tangible object that must be sustained and supported (Manzini, 2009). The

reconstructed furniture, acting as the tangible object, will not disturb the natural

environment, as I am reusing thrown away, second-hand school furniture and

scrap metal. Instead this production will support the object by reducing the

burdens that impact environmental sustainability (Manzini cited in Masuda,

2006).·
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3. Methodology

3.1 Approach

A handcrafted approach will be followed to produce these furniture pieces.

Electrical hand-tools and heavy industrial machinery will be used to shape and

configure the various components of the furniture such as the legs, seat, back,

table top, etc. according to the design principles of the deconstructivist style of

architecture (Siegel, 2010). The new forms that these furniture components will

resemble are dramatic distorted geometries, clashing forms, broken lines and

curves (Horsley, 2009). I have received second-hand school furniture, namely

desks, tables and chairs, and disassembled their parts from each other to

produce the wooden pieces and I purchased scrap metal for the construction of

the steel pieces. The reason for creating furniture inspired by the deconstructivist

style of architecture is because the form of these constructions left its viewers in

awe by the force of what was possible for people to build (Murray, 2004: 66). The

deconstructivist architectural structures were built as an acknowledgement of the

imperfectability of our civilization and to stress of the chaos and instability of

contemporary life (Ayerbe, 2009).

3.2 Data collection methods

This research can be classified as a qualitative approach. The manner in which I

will conduct my research process is through conceptual research methods with

the research largely based on secondary sources of information. I will engage in

an understanding of the theories supporting my research, in the form of written

texts, as well as creating an understanding of my inspiration that is

deconstructivist architecture, with the aid of visual references. I aim to extend a

body of knowledge and the understanding of the concepts that will be dealt with

in the chapters to follow.
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I will also collect data in the form of primary research methods where I will collect

my own data by interacting with people about my products in order to establish

the success of my various furniture pieces. This interaction with participants will

take the form of informal interviews with two distinct groups of students namely,

Comrnerce Faculty students and Design Faculty students at Cape Peninsula

University of Technology. This dialogue will be conducted to establish if there is

an interest among people for a new preference in design, in the form of my

deconstructivist-inspired furniture pieces.

3.3 Data analysis

The aim of the informal interviews with students frorn the Commerce Faculty and

from the Design Faculty is to gain an understanding of their preference in

furniture design, and whether my deconstructivist-inspired furniture pieces will

appeal to them.

With my qualitative approach of research that I will rely on in collecting my data I

will set forth the two distinct styles. The style of Modernism, namely furniture

pieces from the Bauhaus movement, and my contradictory deconstructivist

inspired fumiture pieces, of low tables and chairs. I will photograph these two

individual aesthetics and place them next to one another, asking the choice of

the more preferred piece frorn the twenty individuals questioned. I have chosen

to interview ten students of each of these two faculties as they are two

contrasting groups of individuals.
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4. Delineation of the research

This research will focus on challenging the conforming norms of the traditional

form and aesthetics of furniture design by drawing inspiration from the

architectural structures of deconstructivisrn (Murray, 2004). In the same manner

that this architectural style contradicted the traditional building form (Ayerbe,

2009); the furniture pieces will challenge the traditional furniture aesthetic. I will

not be focusing on contradicting conforming norms of furniture construction as

this will defeat the functional purpose of the furniture pieces.
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5. Summary

In conclusion, this research has been conducted to explore and create an

understanding of how architectural structures, that adhere to deconstructivist

design principles, can inspire the reconstruction of second-hand school furniture

and scrap metal, whilst continuing to create an awareness of sustainability, by

designing for reuse. These functional furniture pieces of low tables and chairs will

be handcrafted, acting as expressions of contradiction supported by theories.

The theory focuses on Sohail Inayatullah's theory of Futures Thinking, a study to

better understand the course of change in order to create wiser preferred futures

(Inayatullah, 2001). The research further reflects on Jacques Derrida's theory of

deconstruction, stating that written texts undermine their apparent meanings as

there is no limit to their interpretation (The Studio Trust, 2010). The design

principles that adhere to deconstructivist architecture will be reflected in my

furniture pieces; these principles are fragmented forms and distorted geometries

that bring about an unsettling aesthetic (Horsley, 2009). The research is further

supported by the theory of sustainability, by designing for reuse, with focus on

Ezio Manzini's theory of designing for sustainability to regenerate our context of

life (Doors of Perception, 2003). Therefore, my research study is concerned with

challenging and confronting the conformity that the form of furniture and its

aesthetic adhere to.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Functional deconstructivist-inspired furniture that aim to become

sculptural entities through a change in context

The purpose of this research was to explore and create an understanding of how

architectural structures that adhere to deconstructivist design principles can

inspire the reconstruction of second-hand furniture and scrap metal into

functional, innovative furniture pieces, appealing to a niche market, or specific

spaces. These pieces will be constructed of wood and placed indoors. as well as

in public spaces where they would be constructed of metal. The planned pieces

were to adhere to sustainable design practices, by being designed for reuse.

They were to be sculptural and also functional. comprising handcrafted low

tables and chairs and they would act as expressions of contradiction.

A theoretical basis reflecting "Futures Thinking" provided a conceptual basis for

this research and, as Sohaillnayatullah has stated it was a study to better

understand the process of change so that a wiser, preferred future can be

created (Inayatullah, 2001). Supporting this theory is Victor Margolin's study

concerning changing existing situations into preferred ones (Margolin, 1989: 3),

Essential to this research was Jacques Derrida's theory of deconstruction, which

provided the conceptual framework for my research. This theory states that

written texts undermine their apparent meanings as there is no limit to their

interpretation (The Studio Trust. 2010). This research also reflects on the theory

of sustainability, supported by Ezio Manzini, who advocates that this is vital in

order to regenerate our context of life (Doors of Perception. 2003). Therefore this

research is concerned with confronting and challenging the conformity to which

the form of furniture and its aesthetic adhere.
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My work reflects the design principles that adhere to deconstructivism (Horsley,

2009) and I have focused on the architectural structures of Frank Gehry and

Daniel Ubeskind. I chose architectural structures as they are the most visible

symbols characterising the deconstructivist style (Murray, 2004: 98). The

deconstructivist expression of architecture embraces complex geometric forms

and shapes appearing as fragmented figures, broken straight lines, angles and

curves and clashing and distorted geometries. In this way these structures create

an unsettling and incomplete fa~de (Horsley, 2009). These distinctive elements

evident in architecture were to be applied on a smaller scale and be directly

accessible to humans, rather than being entered into and not becoming engaged

with the structure. The connection between architecture and fumiture is based on

structure and form, as they are both set in their construction to bring out the best

strength of materials (Siegel, 2010). These objects have to be resilient and

robust to withstand the elements with which they come into contact over time. I

was inspired by the manner in which deconstructivist architecture challenged and

contradicted the traditional building forms that preceded postmodemism (Ayerbe,

2009) and these reconstructed pieces of furniture will confront the traditional

aesthetic of fumiture design in the same manner.

I primarily focused on contradicting the traditional form and aesthetic of furniture

design with reference to Modernism, namely the Bauhaus, where the focus was

'form follows function'. I decided to create these functional pieces to express a

new aesthetic in the field of furniture design that, while adhering to furniture

design constraints, verges on the illogical - with reference to an aesthetic

characteristic of deconstructivism. This reflects transferability of knowledge, and

hence extends the practice from large-scale architectural to a scale with which

humans can interact.

• I planned to produce furniture that would simultaneously support environmental

sustainability as I planned to minimise the burdens that impact the natural

environment (Fuad-luke, 2004: 12). The production of these pieces would not
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disturb the natural environment by the cutting down of a tree for the manufacture

of new wood and iron ore would not have to be processed to provide new steel.

By designing for reuse, I made use of existing furniture and scrap metal as raw

materials, thus diminishing the accumulation of 'waste wood' in the form of old or

second-hand furniture and 'waste steel' found at steel scrap-yards, I planned to

give new life to the wood and the steel by creating a new product and by adding

new value and an innovative aesthetic.

In this manner, this research was intended to make people aware of a new

furniture aesthetic to demonstrate that such forms as are evident in

deconstructivist architecture (Schulman, 1998) can possibly be used in furniture

design, whilst still allowing the product to remain fully functional, and follow

principles of sustainability.

Research Question

To what extent can designing for reuse, inspired by deconstructivist architecture,

promote sustainability. have appeal and be functional?

Sub-Questions

1. What is deconstruction, how has this been applied to architecture. and can a

design aesthetic be determined?

2. To what extent is a deconstructive aesthetic evident in sustainable design?

3. Does a deconstructive design aesthetic. when applied to furniture. appeal to

a niche market?
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In Chapter Two, I discuss literature reflecting on two specific theories. The

theories that I focus on are Sohaillnayatullah's theory of "Futures Thinking",

supported by Victor Margolin and his study of changing existing situations into

preferred ones, as well as Jacques Derrida's theory of deconstruction. In Chapter

Three, I discuss the methodology with reference to my second sub-question, and

introduce the link between the theory and my practice with reference to Ezio

Manzini's theory of sustainability. This Chapter also reflects on the Campana

Brothers, present practitioners of sustainable design. Chapter Four presents an

explanation of the development and construction processes of my products and

Chapter Five concludes what I have accomplished through this research.



WORK SCHEDULE 2010

WEEK BY WEEK THEORY PRACTICAL

1 March 01 -07 Prooosal
2 March 08 -14 Proposal
3 March 15 - 21 MODERATION

Hand in Proposal
4 March 22-28 TERM 1 ENDS Buildina cardboard models
5 March 29 - April 04 Buildina cardboard models
6 April 05 - 11 TERM 2 STARTS

Chaoters 1. 2. 3
7 April 12 -18 Chapters 1. 2. 3 Construction of piece #1: wooden

chair. The Woodpecker
Preparation of piece #2: steel table.
Fabrinox

8 April 19 - 25 Chapters 1. 2. 3 Preparation of piece #2: steel table.
Fabrinox

9 April 26 - May 02 Chapters 1. 2. 3
10 May03-09 Chaoters 1. 2. 3
11 May10-16 Chaoters 1. 2, 3
12 May17-23 Chapters 1. 2. 3 Assemble piece #2: steel table.

Fabrinox
Piece #1: wooden chair complete

13 May 24 - 30 MODERATION
Hand in Chapters 1. 2. 3 Completed products for moderation:

piece #1: chair and #2: table
14 May 31 - June 06 TERM 2 ENDS Work out measurements and angles of

oieces#3. #4.#5. #6. #7. #8
15 June 07 - 13 Work out measurements and angles of

pieces #3. #4. #5. #6. #7. #8
16 June 14 - 20 Work out measurements and angles of

oieces#3. #4. #5. #6.#7. #8
17 June 21- 27 Appointment with Ben Steenkamp.

Fabrinox
Work out measurements and angles of
oieces #3. #4 #5. #6. #7. #8

18 June 28 - July 04 Work out measurements and angles of
pieces #3. #4.#5.#6,#7. #8

19 July 05 -11 Construction of piece #3: steel table
and #4: steel chair

20 July 12 -18 TERM 3 STARTS Construction of piece #5 and 6:
wooden chairs and #7: outdoor seatina

21 July 19 - 25 . Chapters 4. 5. 6 Construction of piece #5 and 6:
wooden chairs and #7: outdoor seating

22 July 26 - Aug 01 Chapters 4. 5. 6 Construction of piece #5 and 6:
wooden chairs and #7: outdoor seatino



Assemble piece #3: steel table,
Fabrinox

23 Aug 02 - 08 Chapters 4, 5, 6 Construction of piece #5 and 6:
wooden chairs and #7: outdoor seatina

24 Aug 09-15 Chapters 4, 5, 6 Completed products for moderation:
#3,#4,#5,#6,#7

25 Aug 16-22 Chapters 4, 5, 6 Appointment with Chris Koegelenberg,
Fabrinox

26 Aua23-29 MODERATION
Hand in Chanters 4, 5, 6

27 Aun 30 - Sent 05 TERM 3 ENDS
28 Sent 06 -12 Finishinn nroducts
29 Sent 13 - 19 TERM 4 STARTS Finishina products
30 Seot20 - 26 Finishina oroducts
31 Sent 27 - Oct 03 Finishina products
32 Oct04-10 Emailed dissertation to Finishing products

editor
33 Oct11-17 Dissertation emailed Finishing products

back from editor
Photographed courtyard of Freeworld
Coatinas for piece #5: wooden seatina
Photooraohed cardboard models
Prenaration of niece #8: steel chair

Finalizinadissertation Finishinn oroducts
Print 5 copies of Finishing products
dissertation

34 Oct18-24 Dissertation to Michaelis J Finishing products
UCT art dent for bindinn

35 Oct 25 - 31 Hand in dissertation and Finishing products
DVD

36 Nov 01 -07 Hand in Business reoort Finishino products
37 Nov08-14 Finishino products
38 Nov 15 - 21 MODERATION Eioht finished products
39 Nov 22-28 EXHIBITION Einht finished products



CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

An investigation into whether the design principles of deconstructivist
architecture and Futures Thinking, can challenge the traditional aesthetic of

furniture design

The aim of this chapter is to investigate whether the theory of deconstruction and the

design principles that adhere to the architectural structures of the deconstructivist

style can challenge the traditional aesthetic of furniture design. I drew inspiration

from the work of the deconstructivist architects Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind. I

will reflect on Sohaillnayatullah's theory of "Futures Thinking", a study "to better

understand the process of change so that a wiser, preferred Mure can be created"

(Inayatullah, 2001). This theory is further supported by Victor Margolin's study

concerning changing existing situations into preferred ones (Margolin, 1989).

Furthermore I will be discussing Jacques Derrida's theory of deconstruction and how

everyone has an individual interpretation when unravelling the meaning of text and

anything else with which we come into contact (Siegel, 2010).

Relevant to this research is the study of Futures Thinking, recognized as a

comprehensive study of the future whereby one becomes better able to understand

the process of change so that a wiser, more preferred Mure might be created

(Inayatullah, 2001). This is how Sohaillnayatullah has presented this study; stating

that we, in spite of the results of our destructive influence on the environment and

our knowledge of the disrupted future that we are creating, continue to practice our

old pattems of behaviour. We do recognize that change is the necessary course of

action, yet we seem to be unable to bring it about. He classifies Futures Think.ing as

the study of alternative Mures whereby individuals can enhance their understanding

of the course of change to create the world in which they aspire to live (Inayatullah,

2001).
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Inayatullah speaks about the foundational concepts of Futures Thinking, namely the

used future. where one must clearly define whether the image of the future is your

own or whether it is someone else's image of what they want the future to be like. If

you follow the latter pattern. you suffer in almost every way, because you have

abandoned your own beliefs for another image (Inayatullah. 2008). Similarly this

concept bears close relation to the theory of deconstruction. which states that each

individual holds their own reasons for interpretation as there is no end to

interpretation (The Studio Trust, 2010) and so each one is able to think for him- or

herself. Through the influence of the media, the government, and all other

information that we are fed, we are absorbing sorneone else's image of the future

and accepting it as our own. These influences are so overpowering in making people

believe that one single way of life is suitable for everyone, that one size fits all, with

the result that an individual interpretation feels inadequate and invalid. I believe

these feelings of inadequacy would not exist to such an extent if more was made

known about the theory of deconstruction. The principles of this theory could bring

about a renewed sense of self-confidence in one's own interpretative understanding

and beliefs to sharpen self-authorship and leadership skills that form responsible

individuals and to ultimately restore individualism.

Sohail also speaks about the disowned future. rerninding us that the undesirable

future that we push away will always manage to resurface and that it is our

responsibility to integrate the lost identities that we have rejected (Inayatullah, 2001).

In a similar manner the second-hand furniture and scrap metal that I decided to use

have been disowned. These discarded objects could not be utilized by the owner any

longer and therefore came to exist in an unknown. disowned Mure. The purpose in

using such pieces of second-hand furniture pieces and the scrap metal was to

reinstate it in society; to end their abandonment and. in this way. to bring, with each

piece. a new identity. a new narrative and a new value. The reconstruction of these

pieces depict the manner in which I confronted the aspects of the traditional form

and aesthetics that confine furniture design.
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To further support the theory of Futures Thinking, I look at Victor Margolin's study

concerned with changing existing situations into preferred ones (Margolin cited in

Clark &Brody, 2009: 37). A definition of design states that everyone who is able to

devise a course of action that is aimed at altering an existing condition into one that

is more preferred and therefore a better and more beneficial situation is involved with

design (Simon cited in Margolin, 1996). Margolin, in his book, "Design Discourse:

History, Theory, Criticism" (Margolin, 1989), writes of the period'After the

Modernists" and speaks of a new aesthetic dimension that now complements the

physical form of objects. He further goes on to say that the actual forms are no

longer bound by the functions of mechanical shapes; instead they liberate the

designer to create forms that communicate more symbolically and metaphorically

(Morgantini cited in Margolin, 1989: 13). If flexible means of manufacturing could

facilitate bringing about a change in the design process, this would give the

consumer a greater range of product options and, ultimately, new power of choice.

This is the realistic face of the multi-eoded diversity that is characteristic of a post

modem culture and that the multiplicity of deconstruction represents. It is where

people start selecting objects to adjust to the resulting changing patterns of life and

for these objects to give meaning to their lives (Selle cited in Margolin, 1989: 14).

Margolin has faith in the ability of ordinary people and their capacity to regulate their

lives according to their own needs (Margolin, 1989: 14).

There is awareness that human action is mediated by an extensive system of

objects, laws, procedures and techniques. Only when designers are truly concerned

with making preferred social action possible, will it be necessary to take all these

elements into account (Moles & Diani cited in Margolin, 1989:16). This awareness

ties in with the theory of deconstruction and how this theory can effectively affect on

our lives in the future. We are influenced by the extensive mediating system on a

daily basis and it is made so necessary to us that we accept it as the preferred

situation. Through this general system by which our lives are organised we are

indoctrinated to believe that the objects, laws, procedures and techniques have fixed

meanings which are the same for everyone (Margolin, 1989: 16). This is not true, but

we will only be able to change this extensive situation into an individual preferred
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one if we were to become more aware of our own interpretation and believe in the

value that it holds.

Our basic concepts of the worlds that we create are frequently challenged and then

deconstructed. Inayatullah says that this is because our approach is incorrect; as we

tend to create an unsettling image of the world that we think we want (Inayatullah,

2001). The reconstructed fumiture challenge the traditional form that fumiture

adheres to, because of the method of deconstruction. As has been discussed. this

method will comprise taking apart the components of the traditional fumiture and

reconstructing the elements of it to create an original, innovative aesthetic. This

method will result in an unsettling presentation of the form and aesthetics of

furniture, as if the piece is incomplete or incorrect. whilst that would not be the case;

it would simply be as it is meant to be.

Inayatullah addresses the concept of the model of social change in which the

individual is presented with the possibility of many choices regarding how they

expect the future to be (Inayatullah, 2008). As mentioned before, all that is around us

influences our lives and the decisions that we make are frequently a projection of

someone else's thoughts or opinions. I foresee that the way we live is our future and

the choices that we make now will impact our future. Becoming aware of the theory

of deconstruction, and developing it and eventually putting it into practice, will

reinstate the need for self-interpretation and making known the importance of choice

because Futures Thinking is not so much about predicting correctly, but rather about

enhancing our confidence so that we will not fear to state our own opinions and have

belief in these opinions for our desired futures to be created (Inayatullah, 2001).

When I was introduced to deconstructivist architecture, I became fascinated with the

aesthetic and forms of the style. It has remained memorable for me, because it is

different from any other architectural structures. These abstract designs with their

unusual aesthetic contradict the standard form of construction and are distinctive and

hence memorable, because of being unlike anything that has been seen before. The
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apparent disarray in the construction of these forms has urged me to ask questions

about the organization of our lives, and of our material lives. This disarray is literally

a reflection of the disorder and chaos that we are surrounded with and that we allow

into our lives. If we are able to understand the process by which values are

transformed into material culture, then we will be able to consider altemative

transformations which are better for our lives (Dilnot cited in Margolin, 1989: 26).

The theory of deconstruction was derived from the theoretical writings of the French

philosopher, Jacques Derrida, who states that all written texts undermine their

evident meanings because they contain limitless interpretation. There therefore are

no fixed restrictions in any meaning, as individuals possess their own ability to

interpret and therefore there is no end to interpretation (The Studio Trust, 2010).

Derrida argues against the belief of an inevitable centre, a structure that serves to

organize the degree of difference of language, thought, traditions, societies, beliefs

and practices. This belief has come to be interpreted as "anything goes" since

nothing has any real meaning or truth (Siegel, 2010).

The shift from the forrnallanguage of deconstruction into its field of practical design

work had a fundamental impact on architecture, whereby this method contradicted

the traditional building form. Deconstructivist architecture follows a style that

opposes the ordered rationality of Modemism, which preceded it, with the Bauhaus

movement, as seen in Figure 2.1 and Rgure 2.2, stating that 'form follows function'

(Gittens, 2009). Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the traditional

form and aesthetic of architecture and fumiture design from the Bauhaus movement,

which I am contradicting with the deconstructivist design aesthetic.
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Fig ure 2.1

Wa~er Gropius. Bauhaus School of Design. 1919. Germany.

Image from: mervesert. 2010. The History of Visual Communication . Word press. [Online). Available:
httoJlmervesrt.wordpress.com/. [5 May 2010).

Figure 2.2

Lajos Kozma . Atriurn-naz (Atrium House). 1935. Budapest.

Image from . Andras . J . 2007 Modern ep ite szet Budapesten I Modern Architecture in Budapest
[Onl ine). Available : http Jlbuda oestmodem.Q!!l/inde• .php?show1mage=28. [10 May 2010J.



Figure 2.3

Mies van der Rohe , 042 Bauhaus Annchair, Tubular steel, wicker, 1927.

Image from: modemdesigninterior. 2006. Modem. Nova68. [Onl ine) . Ava ilab le:
http JIY.ww.modemdesigninterior.comJ, [6 May 2010] .

Figure 2.4

Josef Albers, Set of Four Stacking Tables, Ash veneer, black lacquer and painted glass, 1927 , London.

Image from: Nighswander, T. 2006. Albers and MohoIy-Nagy: From the Bauha us to the NeN WOOd. Leigh Hatts .
[Online]. Available: htIDJIwww.londoo-sel .co .u newslviewl2060. [6 May 2010].
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The theory of deconstruction took a confrontational standpoint against the existing

architecture and architectural history, by disjoining and disassembling the

architectural structure (Johnson &Wigley. 1988: 34). These deconstructed

architectural constructions liberated the geometry of traditional architecture to create

a dynamic new form of express ion. a form of express ion that recogn izes shapes and

forms of astonishing complexity; fragmented form s and clashing and distorted

geometries. The structure presents an unsettling and incomplete facade. The

geometries create a dramatic aesthetic of clashing forms and broken lines and

curves and it is all these elements, evident in deconstructivist architecture, in Figure

2.5. which directly influenced the form and aesthetics of my range of furniture .

Figure 25

Frank Gehry . Walt Disney Concert Hall . stainless steel. 1991 . Los Angeles . California .

Image from: McNew. D. 20 10. Wall Disney Concert Hall. Getty Images. [Online] . AvaIlable: http :ltyou-a re

here .com/1tIeatreJwall disney .hlm!. [4 May 20101.

The various forms which constitute the different pieces of furniture are inspired by

the design principles of the deconstructivist style of architecture. which will be

outlined in this chapter. and which will inform my product, the focus of the following

chapter. The shaped pieces of wood and steel. in displaying a deconstruct ivist

aesthetic. will resemble the elements from the architectural structures of

deconstructivist architecture. These deconstructive elements are in the form of

dramatic, distorted geometries. fragmented figures. clashing forms and broken

straight lines. angles and curves (Horsely. 2009) and together these elements create

a structure that appears to be unsettl ed and incomplete. The reason for creating
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fumiture inspired by deconstructivist architecture is to be found in the unusual form

and aesthetic of these constructions, which made the buildings memorable in my

view. The deconstructivist architect Daniel Ubeskind has explained that the forms of

these constructions gained the admiration of viewers because of the force of what

was possible for people to build (Murray. 2004: 66) and it altered the views that they

held regarding the traditional aesthetic of architecture. In the same manner. I intend

that my fumiture structures will leave viewers with a new perception of fumiture

design and that this range of fumiture will lead to a new preference in fumiture

design.

Deconstructivist architects such as Frank Gehry, Zaha Hadid, Daniel l.ibeskmd,

Herzog & de Meuron, Rem Koolhaas, Peter Eisenman, Shingeru Ban and Bemard

Tschumi (Horsley. 2009) have inspired me. The work of Frank Gehry and Daniel

Libeskind serve as the two main inspirations for my fumiture. The architectural

structures of both these architects consist of shapes and forms of extreme

complexity, broken straight lines. angles and curves, and fragmented forms of

distorted unconventional geometries (Schulman, 1998: 4). Gehry's work consists of

imaginative elements and surprising irregularities that create a fantasy experience.

He introduces these characteristics in unexpected ways, all the while displaying a

fondness for playfulness, a characteristic previously unknown in serious architecture

(Pollack, 2010). Among his architectural structures that display such characteristics

are the Guggenheim Museum, shown in Figure 2.6. and the Hotel Marques de

Riscal, in Figure 2.7, both situated in Spain (The Studio Trust, 2010).
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Figur.2.6

Frank Gehry . The Guggenheim Museum. Glass and metal. 1991. Bilbao. Spain

(httpJJw.Nw. adlievem ent orgla utodoc.!photoeredi t'achi ev ersJgehO-OJO.)



Figure 2.7

Frank Gelvy. Hotel MalQues de RiscaI.Sandstone. Trtan;um . stainless steel. 2006 . Eiciego. Spa;".

Image from : Mayer, T. Gelvy Partners. LLP Hotel MarQ\JeS de RJscaI . • rcseece. [OnlmeJ. Avadable:

hl!p :J/WWW.rcsoace.com!.rch eds!"""ry/!!5Ca1 Wlnery2!rigal2 html. (19 May 2010J.

Equally meaningful is the multidisciplinary approach of the dramatic arch itecture of

Daniel Libesk ind which creates an inharmonious presence in the form of piercing

zigzags without a care or need for right angles (Murray, 2004 : 23). He does not

trademark his work on functionality, instead his arch itectura l exteriors are jarring and

display an angry aesthetic metaphorically speaking of the anguish and destruction

caused by mankind (Feitelberg, 2005 ). The Michael Lee-Chin Crystal Building shown

in Figure 2.8 hardly displays any right angles and the structure seems to have been

attacked by a giant prism. The Jewish Museum, in Figure 2.9, is a display of the

anguish that the Jewish people endured throughout the Holocaust and it illuminates

how the murder of these millions of people should never be forgotten (Nayar, 2007).
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The work of these two architects and the deep thought that informed their work and

has enabled them to realize this contradiction of the traditional architectural aesthetic

in building these monumental structures, speak of their sense of responsibility to

human experiences (Ouroussoff , 2005).

Figure 2.8

Dani<!! Ubesl<ind and Bregman+Hamam Aldlrtects. The MiChael Lee-Chin ~tal Eluokhng. ery.taline-form dad in glass and
ex1nJded-brushed. ....,iniLm-<:ladding Slnp$ in a warmsilt'" colour . 2007. Canada

Image from : Loy. V. 2009 513_: The~(Toronto~ Getty Images. (OnIineJ. Ava_ :
Mtp:JMncen!loy.WO!CpresscomJ2OO9,'Q§lQ4slarcht~!t>e=<rysl3!-torontoi. (1 May 2010J .
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Figure 2.9

Daniel Ubesk ind . The Jewish Musecm. Retnforced concrete wtth Zinc taceoe. 1999. Besfm.

Image from : Studio Daniel Ubeskind. 2010. The Jewish Museum Ber1in. Studio Dani ef Ube5kind. (Onhne). Avallable:

http11www.danie!-l ;beskind·comJp!OleCtSIsh9w-alV!eW!1jIMnuxum-beri.nI ·119 May 20101
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To conclude this chapter I have discussed literature that has reflected on two specific

theories, namely Sohaillnayatullah's theory of Futures Thinking, which was further

supported by Victor Margolin's study dealing with changing existing situations into

preferred ones, and Jacques Derrida's theory of deconstruction. I have discussed

the work of architects Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind who serve as the sources of

inspiration for my furniture as I am inspired by the deconstructivist forms of

fragmented and irregular geometries evident in their iconic architectural work (Loy,

2009).

I have established that deconstruction involves the recognition of the individual

interpretation that everyone is able to form when unravelling the meaning of text and

any other subject that is presented for an individual viewpoint (Siegel, 2010)

interpretation always remains open. This theory was applied to practical design work

where it influenced architecture in contradicting the traditional building form. The

traditional aesthetic that architecture reflected has now become characterized by a

disjointed and disassembled structure of fragmented forms and clashing geometries

that present an unsettling and incomplete facade. I have also determined that a

deconstructive design aesthetic can be established in my furniture, the practical

component of this research. These fragmented forms and clashing and distorted

geometries will provide the structure of the pieces and will contradict the traditional

form of furniture design while still complying with the specific design constraints of

furniture.

When furniture design adheres to a single form and aesthetic it becomes confined in

that manner and supports the idea of the single possibility and our belief that there is

only one future. From the concept of alternative futures, Sohail points out that we

continue to make the same mistakes each time because we cannot see the

alternatives, especialty of a future that is better than what seems possible because of

what our existing world is like. It is only when we look for these alternatives that we

are able to see something new (Inayatullah, 1992). The new furniture that I want to

introduce will give furniture a new life and aesthetic, adding new value and interest
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that was perhaps not thought possible. It opens up a new alternative to furniture

design that has not been considered and it gives people the possibility of choice.

In the following chapter I will be discussing the methodology that was followed and I

will explain the link between the theory and my practice. In keeping with the theory in

the field of sustainable design, I discuss Ezio Manzini's theory of sustainability and

the various approaches to designing for sustainability such as designing for recycling

and reuse. In Brazil, the two Campana Brothers (Muniz, 2008) have been involved in

sustainable design since the early 1980s. They serve as experts in the field who

adhere to sustainable practices, but their design aesthetic is counter to the one I

intend to apply. Further discussion of the manner in which I will be collecting data to

establish the success of my products will follow.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodology

The sustainable aesthetic as represented in my collection of furniture

My aim in this chapter is to establish the correlation between the theory and my

practice. I made use of secondary research methods, to establish to what extent a

deconstructive aesthetic can be evident in sustainable design, with reference to Ezio

Manzini's theory of sustainability, which proposes to bring about a regeneration of

the context of our lives (Manzini, 2009). In the field of sustainable design, I

concentrated on two of the various approaches to designing for sustainability,

namely designing for recycling and designing for reuse (Martin, 2010). I reflected on

work of the existing practitioners of sustainable design, the Campana Brothers, who,

as experts in the field, adhere to sustainable practices (Blouin, 2010). I further

discuss the manner in which I collected data, for detailed discussion in the following

chapter, to establish the success of my products.

My pieces of furniture create an awareness of sustainability achieved through

designing for reuse, specifICally the reuse of wood and steel. The term

"sustainability" was most accurately defined by the United Nations in 1986 as

"meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own needs" (Hassan, 2006). Present needs can be met

through developing awareness and practicing the recycling of waste products, to

reduce that which we knowingly consume and to reuse that which we plan to dispose

of (Martin, 2010). The furniture that I have designed and produced, the focus of

Chapter 4, positively reflects on environmental sustainability, because, as I have

indicated earlier, I am minimizing the burdens impacting on the natural environment,

In producing these pieces the natural environment remains undisturbed because a

tree will not need to be cut down for the provision of new wood and iron ore will not
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have to go through the costly and time-consuming process of production to provide

new steel. By designing for the reuse of wood and steel, I am diminishing the

accumulation of 'waste wood' that is disposed of in second-hand stores and 'waste

steel' that is disposed of at steel scrap yards. Through the process of reuse I am

breathing new life into these pieces by adding new value, interest and significance.

Ezio Manzini's theory of sustainability deals with creating an environmental

awareness that encourages the concept of designing with sustainability in mind. He

stresses our need to learn to consume less in order to redevelop the context in which

we currently exist, so that we will regenerate the context in which we live. Supporting

this, he deals with the issue of the culture of consumption and calls for us to start

thinking beyond 'the product' and to see it rather as a tangible object that must be

sustained and supported (Manzini, 2009). My furniture pieces act as expressions of

my environmental awareness and the need for sustainability. They act as tangible

objects that do not disturb the natural environment. Instead the production towards

reuse evident in these pieces of furniture will support the object by reducing the

burdens that impact on environmental sustainability (Manzini cited in Masuda, 2006).
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As suggested in the previous chapter, the structures created by the constructivist

architects were created out of their personal sense of duty to bring consciousness

and maintain the rich histories of the struggles of those who came before us.

Similarly, the Campana Brothers are creating furniture out of recycled material out of

their sense of responsibility to a sustainable environment. The brothers are present

day practitioners in the field of sustainable design through their contribution towards

environmental sustainability. Their contribution takes the form of creating furniture by

recycling and reusing every day, ready-made materials, waste products and

industrial goods for reuse (Blouin, 2010). These are objects that have been disposed

of and forgotten by the consumer. The brothers draw their inspiration from their

Brazilian heritage of a lively Brazilian street life and a colourful carnival culture

(designboom; 2010). They combine found objects of wood and fabric off-cuts,

cardboard, rope, aluminium, wire and furry toys with advanced technologies to

provide an exciting alternative to the products created according to rationalist

Modernist ideals, and so "they convert unwanted chaos into a product of new use

and beauty" (Muniz, 2008).

The brothers describe their approach to design as their obsession with materials and

fabrication as being the starting point, then the form follows and finally they elaborate

the function of the product by studying its ergonomics, limitations and capabilities (Di

Persano, 2010). They rely on the chaos and beauty of their city to inspire their

designs. The idea for the Favela Armchair presented in Figure 3.1 was born in the

shanty towns in Brazil and the chair was the result of reusing the many pieces of

natural wood off-cuts that were discarded when shacks were built. By gluing and

nailing the pieces together, they were able to create a new chair envisioned as a

'throne' for the poor and a wake-up call to the wealthy (Blouin, 2010). Their

Vermelha chair, shown in Figure 3.2, was developed after buying a large bunch of

rope from a street stall. After carefully studying the construction of the mess of ropes

they saw in it a representation of Brazil in its beautiful chaos and deconstructive

qualities (Moss, 2010). They replicated this deconstruction in the chair by tying,

weaving and looping an abundance of the coloured rope through a metal frame

(designboom,2010).
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Figure 3.1

The Campana Brothers. Favela Olair. Soaps of wood . 1991 . Brazit.

IhtlpJIwww.bombsrte ·com·)

Flg u", 3.2

The Campana Bmlhers . Vermelha chaot. Acrytoc and natural COlIOnrope, 1993.

Desognboom , 2010 . campana bn>lhers ·otaIianpnde' """"eIha chaw, designbocm. IOnlineI AvaoIabIe:

h!!pJIwww.des!gnboom·~!I!lMew!8191Ieam0ana-br9the!1=<!aIiao=onde-ve<melh;H;haw.hlm! . 119 May 2010).
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The essential component in their pract ice, the importance of materials, sees them

experiment ing with high and low techno logical materials and the usage of artisanal

techn iques (Blouin, 2010). The Sush i chair presented in Figure 3.3 shows the

transformation of strips of brightly coloured plastic and carpet underlay that have

been bundled up into decorative rolls to upholster a basic frame. This exciting new

process of transformation has enabled the brothers to bring a fresh energy to

contemporary design by defining a new aesthetic based on experimentation and

advanced technologies (Fuad-Luke, 2004: 11).

Figure 3.3

The Campana Brother.; . Sushi III Chair . 195 x 23.5 x 37.5 in . 1495 x 59.6 x 952 an. Felt. lextlies . and synthellCS rolled into
concentne rings on welded ironstructure. 2002. New York. .

Image from: Moss. 2010 . Sushi III Chalr . Flavorpoll . 10nIine) Available: h\!!) /IarJ!<rvsh.oomJqa!!eryl9!l!!n\eft!eWl3!CamDi!!!a'
Brol!\e!} hlmL [6 May 20101

Through this process of transformation they are able to use stacks of colourful plastic

bins, bunches of brooms , clusters of birdcages and batches of religious

paraphema lia, which, in the eyes of the consumer, would be considered simple,

cheap, disposable goods, to create innovative and surprising pieces of fum iture

(Martin, 2010). The brothers see these goods as a treasure trove of cheap and

available raw materials with potential as bases of colourful pattems, surprising

arrangements and compelling constructions which they combine inexpensively,

directly and through low technological methods to create other useful and valuable
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items (Fuad-Luke, 2004: 46). Such a valuable item is the terracotta table, Tavolo

Cobog6, seen in Figure 3.4, which is made of decorative ventilation bricks common ly

used in Brazilian homes. The design of the bricks creates a decorat ive top that casts

pattemed shadows on the ground (designboom, 2010). The brothers challenged the

regular usage of the bricks by transpos ing it into a complete ly new environment.

Through their practice of sustainable design they reflect how, in Brazil, this sort of

spontaneous, survivalist invention is everywhere (Di Persano, 2010). In a similar

manner I present a new altemative to fumiture design through my pieces , by

converting the unwanted chaos of old, discarded school fumiture and scrap metal,

into an object of beauty and value, thus creating something out of what seemed to

be worth nothing. I design in order that the product will rema in functional, whilst

aiming to challenge the traditional form and aesthetics of fumiture design.

Figure 3....

The Campana Brotners, Tav060CoOogO. hetght 74 - oameter 137. Terracotta. resm. varneshed 'lee. 2009 Mtlano

Image from: Pelion d> Persaec, S. 2010. Tavolo Co!?ogO lrt tr>e Cimoana BrOl!>e!l Dezeen . (0nI0ne}. Ava,lable

http JIwww dezeen.g>m!2Q1Q1Q2!ll/laYo!o-gXX>go"J(,g;%81-9y-I!le-cam~e.§4159 (19 May 20101
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In Figure 3.5 a chaotic mosaic of reflecting glass pieces, in an assortment of sizes

and heights, make up the Brasilia coffee table. The brilliant colour is in

acknowledge ment of the brothers' country of origin and the stones on which the

capital, Brasilia, was built (Designcomer, 2010). The pieces of glass seem to display

a deconstructivist aesthetic with the pieces resembling fragmented forms and

irregular shapes (Nayar, 2007); an object that has contradicted the traditional

aesthetical surface of fumiture design, namely that adhering to tables.

Flou r. 3.5

The Campana Brothers. Brasi l;;' coffee _ .length: 125an. WKl1h : 9Ocm. Heoght 42an. Glass. staonless steel base. 2005

BrazIl.

Image from : Em. 2010. Em · Coltee _ Brasoia . Oeslgncome<. (Online ). Ava_
h!lD1/desiqn<;ome! bfinkrne!lCll %3E desoonl!oomlwww""'yo-aas .co io?pace=leo (20 May 20'01·

I planned to collect my own data to establish the possible success of my various

pieces as to whether they would appeal to a niche market. I interacted with people

about my products by conducting informal interviews with two distinct groups of

students, namely Commerce Faculty students and Design Faculty students at the

Cape Peninsula University of Technology. These interviews helped to establish

whether there is an interest among people for a new preference in design, in the

form of my deconstructivist-inspired pieces of furn iture.
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To conclude this chapter: I have established the extent to which a deconstructive

aesthetic can be evident in sustainable design, with reference to Ezio Manzini's

theory of sustainability, to regenerate the context of our lives (Manzini, 2009).

Furthermore I discussed the Campana Brothers, as practitioners in the field of

sustainable design, and their approach to designing for recycling and reuse. Rnally,

this chapter dealt with the approach I took in collecting data to determine the

possibility of success of my deconstructive furniture as opposed to traditional

Modernist furniture design.

I have established that it is possible for a deconstructivist aesthetic to be evident in

sustainable design to a large degree. The aesthetic of the style is able to create a

new perception in the minds of people, similarly to the impact of the architectural

structures, in making them recognize a new possibility in furniture design and

creating a new possibility of choice for the consumer when purchasing furniture.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Product development

The development and construction processes of my deconstructivist

inspired furniture pieces

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the development and construction

processes of my various deconstructivist-inspired fumiture pieces. These

comprise low tables and chairs that have been handcrafted. I further discuss the

manner in which I approached this research and how I collected data in the form

of primary and secondary research methods, in order to establish the success of

the various pieces of furniture.

As practiced in the field of Surface Design, the approach to this research can be

classified as qualitative. The manner in which I conducted my research process

was through conceptual research methods with the research largely based on

secondary sources of information. I became engaged in understanding the

theories supporting my research as well as in developing an understanding of my

inspiration, which was deconstructivist architecture. My aim was to expand a

body of knowledge and the understanding of the concepts that have been dealt

with in the previous chapters.

Some of the research is partially based on primary research methods as I have

collected data by interacting with people about my products for establishing the

success of the various pieces of furniture. This interaction with participants took

the form of informal interviewS with two distinct groups of students. namely

Commerce Faculty students and Design Faculty students. This dialogue was

conducted toestablish whether there was an interest among people for a new

choice in design, as represented by my deconstructivist-inspired fumiture.
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The creative approach to produc ing the deconstruct ivist-inspired pieces is a

handcrafted approach. Electrica l hand-tools and heavy-weight industrial

machinery were used to shape the waste wood and scrap metal to configure the

various components of the furn iture.

As with architects who initially construct an architectural model of the buildings

they des ign, my product development started with the construction of small-scale

cardboard models of the various pieces (Figure 4.1). This aided me in

interpreting my sketches to see how the pieces could possibly look in three

dimensional perspecti ve. These models were a reflection of honest, stripped

down and layered design in a direct response to deconstruction in its deceptive

simplicity.
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Figure 4 .1

Small-scale cardboard models of the vanous pieces

The separate forms were traced onto cardboard, by reusing old porridge boxes. I

then built each form to a three-dimensional shape and then fitted the separate

segments together as the sketches illustrate. This part of my product

development proved to be a critical component, as these three-d imensional

models were to act as my guides . From this stage I went on to working out

measurements for the full-scale fumiture pieces. I made use of the

measurements of existing chairs and low tables, similar to the piece at hand, and

then adapted my measurements to these existing ones. My measurements were

drawn out on a larger scale to work out the angles of each piece. Perceiving

these measurements large-scale was another critical stage in the pre

development process because I had to adjust the measurements much of the

time in order for them to work adequately. This stage helped me to realize and

eliminate errors before the actual product was constructed.
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Ust of deconstructivist·inspired products

1. Chair inspired by the Michael Lee-Ghin Crystal Building

Daniel Ubeskind

2. Table inspired by Frank Gehry's Dream House

Frank Gehry

3. Chair inspired by the Villa

Daniel Ubeskind

4. Chair inspired by the Frederic C. Hamilton Building

Daniel Ubeskind

5. Chair inspired by the Imperial War Museum

Daniel Ubeskind

6. Table inspired by the Ray and Maria Stata Center, MIT Building

Frank Gehry

7. Park seating inspired by 18.36.54.

Daniel Ubeskind

8. Table inspired by the Guggenheim Museum

Frank Gehry
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The fonn and deconstructive aestheticof the chair was inspiredby the Michael

Lee-Ghin Crystal Building designedby DanielUbeskindand seen in Figure 4.2.

The buildinghas complicated angle joints and sloped walls whichcreate its

crystal-shaped facade. This facade is composed of fIVe interlocking prismatic

structures, reminiscent of crystals and linked by cnss-crossinq bridges to the

original Royal Ontario Museum buildingnext to it, which it seemsto have

crashed into (Royal Ontario Museum, 2010).

The chair shown in Figure 4.3 displays a heavy aesthetic of solid forms and clean

lines, both prominent features drawn from its deconstructivist inspiration. Its

coarse, rough surface texture, which wascreated by sandblasting, incorporates

linearmetal inlays, depicting the graphic lines on the building's exterior. The

metal inlaysadd a type of strength and power, which the buildingdisplays, to this

woodenaesthetic, whilst bringing to mindthe reflective quality that envelopes this

inspiration. The diagonal inlays are spaced unevenlyto illustrate the

characteristic of irrationality of deconstructivism. The glass panelson the

building'sexteriorallow the only accessof light into this solid and closedfa~de,

as though the crystals havecrashed into the structureand these glass sections

reveal the brokenness as a result (aridaily, 2009). The roughened sections on

the chair's exteriorthat are a result of the sandblasting, remindof the wounds

and marks left behindon old, thrown-away fumiture, to recall the condition of the

wood when I found it. Thewood has undergone a processof transfonnation to

the extent that one would neverhave thought that the material once displayed

the damaged, scarred aesthetic of vandalism.

The deconstructivist aesthetic has been applied to this chair in a manner

emulating the crystallinefonns that the building displays. The open space

revealed in viewingthe chair from behindinvites any interpretation that its user

permits,and as the theoryof deconstruction states. This space could be

understood as a chair that is still incomplete in its construction; as this unfinished

aesthetic is a prominent feature in deconstructivist architecture. The space could
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be interpreted as adding to the chair's functionality through creating storage. This

space could create storage space for objects such as books, or fitted shelves

could be inserted in the hollow on which objects could be placed. Consequently

this hollow cavity could be understood, interpreted and used according to the

opinion and choice of the individual engaging with it. This notion forms a relation

to the theory of deconstruction and how the meaning and understanding of any

subject matter is seen as unlimited in its interpretation. Here, no limit is imposed

on the interpretation of the usage of this hollow in the chair.

The chair could also be seen as multifunctional in the way that it could serve as a

side table. If one were to tum the chair on its side, the leg and the long, slanted

outer side of the backrest could act as a top on which to place objects, as is the

function of a table. This aspect of the chair's design also forms a relation to the

theory of deconstruction and how any subject or object is open to free

interpretation by an individual because interpretation is not bound by limitations.

As the principles of this deconstructivist inspiration (Figure 4.2) has been applied

to the chair it intends to bring about an original, fresh and unconventional

aesthetic as the inspired architectural style has done. This contemporary design

expresses an alternative preference in furniture design to individuals by being

most appealing to its niche market who finds interest in the different and

unreserved appeal of these furniture pieces.
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Figure 4.2

Daniel Libes ind and Bregman..Hamann Architects , The Michael Lee-Chin Crystal BuildIng.
Crystalline-form dad in glass and extruded brushed , a1uminium-cladding strips in a warm silver
colour, 2007. Canada.

(http://www.schinnerer.comIblogsIrmI2OO8/04I17.hlml)
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Figure 4.3

A heavy aestheticdisplay of solid formsand clean fines with a coarse, harsh surface texture that has been
sandblasted and diagonal metal inlays

The inspiration for this table came from the unbalanced glass box at the side of

Frank Gehry's house shown in Figure 4.4. This strange aesthetic of the house

displays mixed and matched elements and materials, such as seen in the use of

chain-link fence. This is a harsh material that is made, used and absorbed by

society with much denial attached to it. It was this denial that fascinated Gehry to

use the fence in an attempt to humanize it, with the aim of creating awareness

that such a material can be used in a manner that is aesthetically more pleasing

(Heyer, 2010).

The low steel table in Figure 4.5 is constructed of scrap metal, a material that,

like the chain-link fence, is made. used and absorbed by society. There is a

sense of rejection attached to the material because it has been disposed of as it

was not useful any longer. Through reusing the scrap metal, this material is given
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a new life where it will servea new purpose. The practice of reusing old, thrown

awaymaterialswill makesocietymore awareof the positive impactof

sustainable designand the creationof new productsfrom existingmaterials that

can be madefunctional and valuableagain.

This processof transformation of the scrap metal forms a relationship with the

theory of deconstruction, statingthat any individualcan give accountof

interpretation. Here individuals might havedifferent opinions regarding the usage

and discarding of this material. This concept could allow interpreting this material

as having spent its life not being useful any longer and therefore havingbecome

scrap metal. A further interpretation couldembracethis scrap metal by

transforming it from its useless state into a new, valuable product, as these

deconstructivist pieces show. The latter prolongs and furthersthe lifespanof the

material so that it becomes usefulagain.

The table is constructed from oft-cut galvanized steel sheets that have been tack

welded togetherand then laser-eut to make for easy assembling. I actively

participated in the assembling process when I tried my hand at welding parts of

the table together. The tableconsistsof two identical sheets that are joined at

one edge, one positioned horizontally andthe other diagonally, and standing on

three projecting legs placedat inward angles. The legs have square frtted

wooden beams inserted in them to break the solid steel aesthetic. The diagonal

sheet, although not touching the ground,causes the table to appear as though it

has collapsed. This collapsing, 'broken' aesthetic, a characteristic of

deconstructivist architecture, is inspiredby the unbalanced glass box at the side

of the house (Figure4.4) (WebUrbanist dot corn, 2009). The parallelbent edge of

the diagonal sheet allows for holdingan object as the horizontalsheetdoes.The

table waspaintedblack and then partiallyshotbtasted, revealingthe table's steel

aesthetic.

The diagonalsheet is pierced by the longestobstructive leg forcefully pushing

through to supportthe horizontal top. This projecting leg introduces the idea of
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forcefulness in its determination to keep the table functional. and so the table

cannot be without it. Another two slanted legs support the bottom diagonal sheet

without piercing this section. The three obstructive legs create a harsh and

intrusive feeling that demands attention by this stance. The functionality of the

table is intact; it is the form and aesthetic of this piece that has been challenged.

The design principles of deconstructivism are strongly evident in the table in

Figure 4.5. adding an original. innovative aesthetic to this functional piece. I aim

to introduce an unconventionality that allows an altemative preference in fumiture

design. These pieces cater to a niche market of individuals who are fascinated by

that which is daring and out of the ordinary.
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Figure 4.4

Frank Gehry, Frank Gehry's Dream House. Chain hnk fenong, corrugated alummium, Unfl!l&Shed plywood.

1978. santa Monica,

fhtto:Jlw1rednewyor1!comtforum!showlnread p!10?t=559 1&p=41629l
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Rgure4.5

The table appears as though it has collapsed representing the collapsing, 'broken' aesthetic
characteristic of deconslructivisl architecture

The sharp edges and crystal-like shape of The Villa seen in Figure 4.6 served as

the inspiration for the chair seen in Figure 4.7. A display of clean lines and

elaborate metalwork shows three interlocking bands that envelope the Villa in

striking angles, resulting in a dramatic stance in its geometric space (Ubeskind,

2010). The Villa is designed as a model of sustainability, being largely

constructed of renewable wood with this exterior encased in a zinc fa~de

(Ubeskind, 2010).

The chair displays a solid aesthetic of dean lines and crystal-inspired forms

create this very sturdy, geometric design. With the use of sustainable materials in

the form of off-cut scrap metal, the chair is also designed as a model of

sustainability, with the scrap metal, which would otherwise have been disposed

of, being given new life. A wooden 'hive' resembling the metalwork seen in

Figure 4.6, overlays areas of the chair introducing the concept of layers. These

layers bring this piece into relation with the theory of deconstruction.
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The chair reveals bent areas along its profiles and on the seating area, proving

that even though this metal has been abandoned, it can still be reused. The

bending of this unusable steel shows that it can in fact be reused to construct

something new, furthering its lifespan. This concept relates to SohaU

Inayatullah's study of Futures Thinking, dealt with in Chapter 2. He speaks about

the problem of abandoning one's own view of the future for someone else's view

of what the future should be like. There is a further reference to the theory of

deconstruction, which states that each individual holds their own account of

interpretation as there is no end to the possibilities of interpretation (The Studio

Trust, 2010), each person is free to think for themselves. With this said, we need

to start thinking of our actions on a deeper level, meaning actions that have

damaging consequences for our environment when we discard without

considering the possibility of reusing scrap materials.

The deconstructive design aesthetic present in the construction of the crystal

inspired forms applied to the chair introduces an unconventionality that is not

evident in Modemist fumiture, as discussed previously. The deconstructivist

inspired chair (Figure 4.7) showing the bending of the material, overlaid by its

wooden hive represents the complexity of layers, which relates to the many

complex layers of interpretation stated by the theory of deconstruction. The

chair's complexity of layers reflects the obsessive and compound structure in

which society is shaped. With this being said, this inspired chair appeals to its

niche market of unreserved, daring individuals who, through these fumiture

pieces, are being provided an alternative preference in fumiture design.
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Figure 4.6

Daniel Ubeskind. The Villa . Shell of wood with stand ing-seam zinc cladding. elaborate metalwork.
2009 . Germany.

(htlp :llwww.jetsongreen.coml2OO9/10nlbes ·nd-vdla-modem -prefa!HJermany.hlml)
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Agure4.7

The chair displays a solid aesthetic of clean lineS and crystal'inspired forms overlaid by a wooden 'hive'
representing the theo<yof deconstlUclion. which speaks 01the many layers of interpretatioll.

The Frederic C. Hamilton Building (Figure 4.8) was built as part of a composition

of public spaces to intimately connect to the larger public and to those aspects of

experience that are intellectual, emotional and tangible. This bold structure has

been integrated for the public in a way that brings across the respect for

handcraftsmanship and the building's immediate communication from the hand.

to the eye, to the mind (Ubeskind. 2010).

The building reflects the nearby Rocky Mountain peaks as a vision of the rocky

cliffs which stems from the large geometric shapes clad in titanium (WebUrbanist

dot com. 2009). The structure of interlocking rectangles. suggests that a pile of

boxes has tumbled across the site, resulting in changes of the exterior when

viewed from different directions (arcspace, 2010).
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The chair's forms reflect sharp angles and bold clean lines which make up its

four segments, the flat seating area, a majestic backrest and two armrests, as

seen in Figure 4.9. These areas have been sandblasted in remembrance of the

scarred condition of the wood when found while also representing the broken,

damaged aesthetic of deconstructivism. The surface area also displays metal

inlays in the wood, spaced randomly to demonstrate the irrational approach of

deconstructivism. The inlay on the seat is the realistic size of the leg of a chair.

This missing part has been incorporated in this unusual way to illustrate how the

chair verges on the illogical. The two armrests similarly are awkwardly positioned

on the seat, strongly indicating this irrationality as an interpretation of

deconstructivism. The unfinished back of the chair and the omitted legs reflect

the incompleteness that the tacades of deconstructive architecture display.

The building shown in Figure 4.8 creates the illusion of shapes sinking into the

ground and different tonal values of shadow formed on its facade. The chair's

surface plays with these principles by means of grooves and inlays placed in

various areas in the wood. These cut-out areas illuminate the shapes and tones

that speak to the piece from its inspiration.

Although the chair's aesthetic reflects its inspiration, the experience of this chair

suggests total opposition to the aims of the Hamilton BUilding, which was

planned to contribute to connecting society. With the chair not bearing any legs

and standing flat on its seat, there is a disconnection with its surroundings,

almost also with the one who will be seated. There is a suggestion of loneliness

about it that is strongly reflected through the missing parts and the unfinished

back. These exclusions repeat the broken, incomplete fa~es which

characterize deconstructivist architecture whilst acknowledging the theory of

deconstruction. The recognition of the theory's relation to the chair in Figure 4.9

lies in the opposing meanings of the inspiration and the piece. These meanings

strongly emphasise on the individual interpretation and its freedom, which the
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theory recognizes. The chair speaks solely of disconnection and disassembling,

especially because of its missing parts.

The deconstructive principles are evident in the chair's structure reflecting the

building's aesthetical features, but carrying its own interpretation. The state of

loneliness that characterizes the disconnected chair could serve as an appealing

feature for the niche market, so as to encourage the purchase of the chair as a

manner of ending this loneliness or a part of it.



Figure 4.8

Daniel Libeskind. The Fredenc C. Ham on Building . Titanium panels. 2006. Colorado.

(httrJ:Jlwww.waymarlung.comJwaymar1<s/lNM 1RaOfredenc_C_Hamilton_Building_Daniel_ubesl<
ind_Denver_CO_Unrted_States_of_America)
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rogure4.9
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The chai(s lonns reflecl sharp edges and bold clean lines consisting 01the flat sealing area. a majestic
backrest and two armrests and not bearing any legs. This produces a disconneClion with its surroundings.

almost also with the one who win be seated.

This architectural structure of unconventional curves and diagonals. shown in

Rgure 4.10, is a representation of the globe, our contemporary world. It has been

shattered into fragments and then reassembled to represent an iconic emblem of

conflict, symbolizing that war shatters the globe. These three fragments act as

shards or traces of history interlocking with each other and each representing

earth. air and water (Libeskind, 2010). Together the three shards characterize

Twentieth Century conflicts that have been fought on dramatic terrain by infantry,

in the skies by the air force and in the sea by battleships (Ouroussoff. 2006).
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The large rounded metallic forms and organic shapes of the tower and its

interlocking fragments (Jones, 2003) served as inspiration for the chair seen in

Figure 4.11. The chair has been shotblasted to reflect the scarred aesthetic of

discarded wood and the fragmented aesthetic of deconstructivism. The chair's

inwardly sloping seating area suggest two sections that fit together, with a metal

silhouette of the inspiring building, in Figure 4.10, inserted upright on the seat

serving as a short backrest, and two low legs. The seating area has been planed

toward its centre so that the seat is not horizontal with the floor, but slopes

inwardly, like the 'shards' shown in Figure 4.10. The two wooden sections fitted

against one another resemble the shattered globe, the inspiration behind this

piece; the suggestion is that the chair had been shattered and these two pieces

have been put back together again to form a restored seat.

This visible division shown on the seat of the chair further illustrates the broken,

scarred aesthetic of deconstructivism.lt also represents the damaged aesthetic

of old, thrown away furniture that canries its own scars, and that it can be

repaired. The visible division of the seat brings about awareness of sustainability

by suggesting that the discarded scrap wood can be reused and reconstructed

as a new and functional piece. The division speaks of experiences that have

been etched onto the surface area, marking the experience that the wood has

undergone before being restructured as a chair. The practice of creating

something innovative and original from the thrown-away wood by fitting cut and

damaged pieces of wood together is how I have designed for reuse, specifically

the reuse of wood and steel.

The element of fire is represented in the chair by the burnt aesthetic of the metal

silhouette and the metal inlay on the leg. This finish was achieved by immersing

the pieces of metal in mentholated spirits and then setting them alight, controlling

the areas to be burnt. The burnt aesthetic on the silhouette and on the metal

inlay on the right leg creates the illusion of the reflecting tonal values seen on the

building in Figure 4.10. With the element of fire being represented by the chair,
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the representation of the elements from the inspiration to this inspired product is

complete.

The deconstructive design aesthetic is evident in the apparent uncomfortable

character of the chair. Representing the building's three shards, the chair is

constituted of three features, namely the form of its low height, an inwardly

slanting seating area and the lack of a conventional backrest. The metal

silhouette of the building is applied to the seat, as though it could serve as a low

backrest, but still not providing adequate comfort.

In spite of the aspects combining in an uncomfortable chair, one could think it to

be the deciding factor for this product's success. It is especially these awkward

and challenging elements that confront the form and aesthetics of traditional

fumiture. For this reason, the niche market of daring, unreserved individuals

would yield to the chair's appeal and purchase this piece as it is still functional,

with an alluring aesthetic.
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Figure 4.10
Daniel Libeskind . The Impenal Museum. Steel-framed aluminium claddIng. 2002. Manchester.

(httpJl scrapboo .otizen·6 bzen.comIsubject!V!ty/the imperial war museum!)
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Flgure4.11

The seating shows twosections Ihat I~ against one another. These twoseparate parts have been planed
lrom the outside inward with the twowooden sectionsI~ against one another to suggest the inspiration 01

the shattered globe, nowshowing these twopieces put back together again as l the chair had been
shattered.
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The building in Figure 4.12 is seen as an extravagantly lyrical structure where the

aesthetic is folded, tom, punched, warped, shredded and crinkled. These

qualities reflect the collective anxiety of our society, with the twists and tilts in the

building, suggesting our culture's unstable adjustment to change (Hill, 2004).

In the table shown in Figure 4.13, the attention is focused on its jagged

protrusions of various sizes which represent the turbulent conflict within our

society. The protrusions create interruptions and disorder where the design of a

conventional table would generally be a solid, whole form. These protrusions

imitate the overhanging windows visible on the caved-in exterior of the building.

This representation of instability and strife uses these various projections to show

that it is the differences amongst individuals that cause our social conflicts. The

table furthermore consists of two cut-out sections that overlap one another to

form the L-shape of the table. A hollow cavity of the top section of the table is

formed by two sheets of metal, tack-welded together. This cavity creates the idea

of being unfinished to reflect what Gehry states about the architectural structure

shown in Figure 4.12. He did not want the occupants of the building to think it too

precious to change; instead he requested that they use the building in manners

that could not be foreseen (Crosbie, 2004). Following this the hollow between the

overlapping sheets of metal serves as a storage area for any objects that can fit

into this space, making this table multifunctional.

The surface of the table imitates the raw, rough texture of the Rocky Mountains.

This ragged, ruined effect was achieved by sanding the surface of the table in

different directions to roughen it. Imitating the building's folded, angular f~ade,

seen in Figure 4.12, I stuck down tape to create this structured pattem. I then

poured hydrochloric acid over the table; the acid eating away at the galvaniZed

surface to reveal the raw, dark metal undemeath. At areas it illuminated the

galvanized top, creating a reflective replication of its inspiration. The template

shows the overlapping lines and broken lines that the acid has formed revealing

areas of rust. reflecting my interpretation of a deconstructivist aesthetic.
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The table can be seen as a multifunctional piece: as a seat when it is turned

upside down, with its low legs pointing upward (Figure 4.13). The three low legs,

acting as backrests to the seating, are spaced apart so that one is able to sit

straight-legged on this seat. In this manner, this piece recalls the theory of

deconstruction, stating that there is no final interpretation. Instead many

viewpoints and opinions are possible when unraveling the meaning of this table.

The knowledge of the theory of deconstruction, which states that every individual

preserves their own account of interpretive understanding (Pogrebin & Zezima,

2007), can renew the individual's self-confidence. As mentioned above, the

projections break away from the usually solid aesthetic of the table, showing how

the theory can enable us to positively break from our daily routines. With this

knowledge we can discover new and possibly more successful ways of settling

our problems and strife. The protrusions represent ourselves as individuals, and

that as a society we should not allow our beliefs and characters to become lost in

a social order that is fighting so hard to render us all the same.

With this reflection of the theory of deconstruction and the manner in which a

deconstructive design aesthetic has been applied to the inspired table, this piece

of furniture captures the interest and emotional appreciation of its niche market of

unconventional, distinguishing individuals.



Figure 4.12

Fran Gehry, The Ray and Maria Stata Centre, Massachusetts InsllMe 01 Technology, Bnck,
painted aluminium and stainless steel , 2004 . Massachusetts.

(hllpJIwww.sauer· thom pson.comrJUnklorcod e/archiv eslOO2436.html)
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Flgure4.13

The attention is focused on the jagged protrusions 01 the table. which reflect on the theory of deConstruction
wtlile its hollow cavity gives a sense 01 incompleteness. as d the piece is unfinished.

The architectural structure seen in Figure 4.14 and referred to as 18.36.54,

derives its name from its spiraling ribbon of 18 planes, which are defined by 36

points which are connected by 54 lines. The building's diagonal lines make it

seem as though it could be moving slowly, creating fluidity when obselVing this

solid structure (dezain, 2006).
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The seat in Rgure 4.15 has been designed for the outdoor environment such as

park settings and other large open areas. This seating is constructed of four

irregular shapes that have been inspired by the structure and forms of 18.36.54

in Figure 4.14. The four shapes lie next to and overlap one another at certain

points to form the larger shape of prominent diagonals. These four shapes of

different heights and sizes represent that all individuals are different and so hold

their own opinions and interpretations, as the theory of deconstruction states.

The reflective surfaces in the structure's facade (Figure 4.14) break the closed

aesthetic. creating a lighter feeling to break the seriousness and introduce a

playful, relaxed aesthetic. This feeling is specifically associated with the park

setting and any other outdoor environment, where the piece will be placed.

These surfaces in Rgure 4.14 are reflected in the open spaces between the

different levels of the seat. Furthermore, they break the solid aesthetic of the

seat; suggesting that interpretation and meaning is an open space to be filled by

the individual who contemplates it.

This open park seat is constructed from wood salvaged from old school furniture.

The wood has undergone a process of transformation that has made the

discarded wood useful once more. Through this process, which is the sustainable

practice whereby I designed for the reuse of wood, one realizes the enduring

properties of discarded wood. It remains a strong material that can be reused to

create a valuable new product.

This sturdy seating structure is constructed for its users to sit and step on the

various leveled platforms. The structure is secure and safe enough for adults and

especially for children to climb and play on. In this way the structure becomes an

interactive apparatus that is integrated into its environment.

The surface finish depicts the outside environment in which the seating is placed.

I photographed a courtyard in which the seat would be placed in, being enclosed

by the Freeworld Coatings building in the heart of Cape Town. I photographed
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the geometric forms seen in this context and allowed these forms to speak to this

piece. The surface has been sandblasted and the missing sections on the

surface reflect the broken, unfinished aesthetic of deconstructivism.

The seat is also able to function as a low table when designed on a smaller

scale. It could serve as a home furnishing either inside or outside the house and

it is light enough to move around depending where it will be used. That this piece

is able to function as both seating and a low table relates to the theory of

deconstruction, stating that there is no fixed interpretation. Furthermore, the

theory stresses that there are many viewpoints when unraveling the meaning of

any subject.

The deconstruetive design of this outdoor seat appeals to its niche market of

unreserved, bold individuals. The structure's large size draws attention as it suits

the context that it was designed for. As mentioned previously, this piece, if

constructed on a smaller scale, could serve as a home furnishing and so is made

available to the larger public.
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Fig ure 4.14

Daniel l.ibeskinc . 18.36.54. Steel . 2009 . Connec ticut. USA.

(http ://architecturelao .net/2008/12JO 7/1836 54-by-danlel-1ibeskrM /)

Figure 4.15

ThISopen oal1l. seatH'9 IS coostructec of tocr ,rregular Shapes, varyv;c; In l"'egi"'lt. whd'l he next to ana
ovenap ooe ana ;-,er at certam PQlr.ts to to-m a targer snaoe of prOfT'unent clagonals
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The fluid architectural structure in Figure 4.16, with its asymmetrical curves

supports a group of free-f1owing volumes at the top that seem to have come

together in a train crash (Lazere, 2001). This construction is thought of as a

representation of a sailing ship, because of its audacious scale and it being built

on the shore overlooking a river (SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION,

2010).

The table shown in Figure 4.17 was inspired by this. The clean lines of the

irregular angles forms the two sturdy legs and the elongated table top that

reflects the building's free flowing volumes. The legs have been planed toward

the outside and the whole piece has been sandblasted to reveal the broken,

scarred aesthetic of deconstructivism. The volumes on the table's top have also

been planed to repeat the planing of the legs. The elongated volumes are

stacked to different levels, breaking the settled aesthetic of the table. They

represent the troubles and stresses we are burdened with in the unhealthy

society that we live in and continue to live with. As the table carries these

wooden volumes, so we carry the baggage that we do not confront, hoping that

our unhealthy environment might improve. The sandblasting on the wood has

chipped the wood away at places, representing the damage that these

circumstances cause. It eats away at our spirit, as the sandblasting has done to

the Wood, and so ruins us. This attitude persists because we practice ignorance,

which never brings a resolution. We are especially ignorant of the need to

preserve the environment through sustainable practices, such as recycling and

reuse.

The table's surface incorporates a metal grid that is attached to the top by metal

hooks. This grid has been hammered into the wooden top, to suggest the

irrationality of deconstructivism. The hammering of the grid into the table

represents the harsh, cold aesthetic of the building, in Figure 4.16.
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The table is multifunctional in also serving as a bench. With the addition of two

more legs the bench will be sturdy and safe enough to sit on. This function of the

table relates to the theory of deconstruction, which stresses that each person can

form an individual interpretation (Gradin, 2007). This piece reminds us that there

is more than one way of interpreting any subject matter because the

interpretation is not restricted.

If more was made known about the theory of deconstruction, which states that

individuals can give account of their own interpretation and find their own

meaning, safeguarding the environment would become a priority to us. We would

not live as though it is not our problem; we would believe in our understanding

and become more responsible individuals.

The deconstructive design aesthetic of the table appeals to its niche market, as it

is a piece of fumiture related to current circumstances. As the table carries

volumes of wood on its top, so we carry our life's baggage with us. When we

decide to believe and follow our own knowledge and understanding, as the

theory of deconstruction affirms, then we will become free of the unhealthy

baggage that defines our lives.
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Figure 4.16

Frank Gehry. The GuggenheIm Museum. Glass . limestone and titanium. 1991. Bilbao. Spain

(httpJIwww.fineartregistry .ccmJartJdeslart_history/archited-artlsts.php)
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figure 4.17

The table sees clean lineS 01irregular angles with a display of free IIowing volumes taking up a section 01

the table lop. These volumes are staCked at different levels to allain various dimensions to break the sellled.

complete aesthetic 01the table's design.
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The aim of the informal interviews with students from the Commerce Faculty and

from the Design Faculty was to gain an understanding of their preferences in

fumiture design, and whether my deconstructivist-inspired fumiture pieces would

appeal to them.

With the qualitative approach to the research that I relied on in collecting data I

contrasted the two distinct styles: Modemism, namely fumiture from the Bauhaus

movement, and my contradictory deconstructivist-inspired pieces comprising low

tables and chairs. These individual aesthetics were photographed and placed

next to one another and the twenty individuals were asked to indicate the style

that they preferred. I chose to interview ten students of each of these two

faculties as they are twocontrasting groups of individuals. They differ to an

extent in their thinking, according to what I have concluded from the informal

interviews.

The results of my informal interviews proved to be very surprising, as I had pre

conceptions about the opinions and preferences of the students from the

Commerce Faculty. The results revealed that a small percentage (40%) of these

students showed an interest to the deconstructivist-inspired pieces, while the

majority of 60"10 of the Commerce students preferred the traditionalist fumiture

aesthetic. Of the Design students the majority percentage of 70% shared a

preference for the unconventional pieces inspired by deconstructivism, while the

minority percentage of 30% of these students preferred the Modemist fumiture

aesthetic. Figure 4.18 depicts a graph representing the above-mentioned

percentages.
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A graph depicting the pen:entages that resulted from the infonnal interviews

In conclusion: to my datacollectingprocess. the results have proven the success

of the deconstructivist-inspired furniturepieces. These pieces promise to flourish

as a probablenew preference in furniture design. The resultshave shownthat a

deconstructive designaesthetic. when applied to furniture. can. in fact, appealto

a niche market.

To concludethis chapter. I have diSCUSSed the variousdevelopment and

construction processes of eachof my deconstructivist-inspired piecescomprising

of low tablesand chairs. Theseconstruction processes adhere to the sustainable

practiceof designing for reuse, as these pieces are made from off-eut scrap

metal and discarded wooden school furniture. The creativeapproach entailed

handcrafting the deconstructivist-inspired furniture with the aid of electrical hand

tools and heavy-weight industrial machinery.

I have discussed the development processwhich startedwith constructing simple

small-scale modelsof the various furniture pieces. beforeproducing it to human
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scale. The inspiration for my work was derived from deconstructivist buildings

which have given these pieces their unconventional form and aesthetics along

with the theory of deconstruction, which recognizes individual interpretation,

(Siegel, 2010), which has given a deeper significance of contradiction to the

individual pieces. The underlying intention was that these pieces would further

knowledge of the theory of deconstruction. This knowledge is needed to spread

the awareness of reawakening the individual spirit and developing self

confidence. I believe that increasing our assurance of our own interpretive

understanding and beliefs will help us to become responsible individuals and

ultimately restore individualism.

I have explained that I have used a qualitative approach. The research process

was largely based on secondary sources of information, through which I engaged

with supporting theories to my research in order to extend a body of knowledge.

Part of my investigation was based on primary research methods, as I collected

data by interacting with individuals about my products to establish the possible

success of my furniture. This interaction comprised informal interviews with two

distinct groups of students, namely Commerce Faculty students and Design

Faculty students.

The results of the informal interviews showed a majority of Commerce Faculty

students preferring the traditionalist furniture aesthetic while a small percentage

of them adhered to the deconstructivist furniture and the Design students

indicated a majority percentage preference for the unconventional pieces, while a

minority of the students preferred the Modernist furniture aesthetic.

Thus concluding the data collecting process, the results have proven the success

of the deconstructivist-inspired furniture pieces, attesting that they could flourish

as a probable newpreference in furniture design and proving that a

deconstructive design aesthetic, when applied to furniture pieces, can in fact

appeal to a niche market
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CHAPTER FIVE

Market feasibility

In this chapter, I am to present a probable business plan with the purpose of

starting a company for the marketing and retailing of deconstructivist-inspired

furniture pieces. The company, FumiTECTURE, designs and manufactures

exclusive, unconventional, furniture pieces in the form of low tables and chairs,

whilst also participating in a sustainable practice.

1. Executive Summary

Introduction

FurniTECTURE is a designer and manufacturer of exclusive, one-of-a-kind

pieces of furniture comprising low tables and chairs made of off-cut wood and

scrap metal that have been inspired by deconstructivist architecture. This

aesthetic visualizes complex geometries and angles, presenting a contradiction

to the traditional forms of buildings. The furniture produced by FurniTECTURE

aims to challenge the traditional form and aesthetics of furniture design. All the

pieces are designed and finished by Melanie Pietersen and constructed by The

Woodpecker, a carpentry company, by which the wooden furniture will be

produced and Fabrinox, a steel company, which will produce the steel furniture.

The business is partially home-based, with the products being sold through

design and art exhibitions, design expos and through select furniture retail stores.

The owner, Melanie Pietersen, discovered a gap in the local retail segment of the

furniture market for contemporary furniture for pieces that contradict the

conventional form and aesthetics of modernist furniture, acting as one-of-a-kind

pieces. The inspiration of a deconstructivist aesthetic provides the Consumer with

a new choice in furniture design and this aesthetic separates these pieces from

that which is already available everywhere today.
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1.1 Company Summary

FumiTECTURE is a custom manufacturer of deconstructivist-inspired furniture.

Pieces on offer comprise low tables and chairs. All the pieces are designed and

finished by Melanie Pietersen and constructed by The Woodpecker, a carpentry

company and Fabrinox, a steel company. The wooden products are handcrafted

with the aid of electrical hand-tools while the steel products are all laser cut for

precision and then easily assembled. The individual pieces are assembled from

off-cut wood and scrap metal with both materials being incorporated in the

pieces. Various finishes are experimented with to add interest to the pieces and

to contribute to the deconstructivist aesthetic. The business will be partially

home-based, for the design process while the construction processes will take

place at the manufacturers of the wood and steel pieces. Melanie will sell the

pieces through design and art exhibitions as well as through well-known,

exclusive furniture retail stores.

1.2 The Mission

The company's mission is to satisfy the needs of customers who seek a product

and a service simultaneously. With its deconstructivist aesthetic, the company is

focused on providing a new customer choice in furniture design where customer

opinion and preference is highly regarded.

FumiTECTURE exists to attract and maintain customers and by adhering to this

responsibility we can be assured of successful exposure and the realization of

our brand. The services that we provide will surpass the expectations of our

customers.
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1.3 The Market

The furniture industry is highly fragmented with thousands of designers

competing for distribution contracts and recognition. Some of these designers

work and distribute their products locally, while others have arrangements with

national distribution organizations. Some of these designers design products that

are manufactured by larger companies whilst others design and produce the

products themselves.

The competition for FumiTECTURE includes:

• Designers who are creating one-of-a-kind furniture products and

manufacturing them on a large scale and distributing their products locally.

• Designers such as Melanie who are re-using discarded or redundant

materials and thereby continue toward a sustainable practice.

• Designers such a Melanie who design products themselves and have

them produced, but do the wholesaling and retailing themselves.

The company is focused on a niche market consisting of the following distinct

groups of customers:

• Exclusively selected furniture retail stores, as a means of distribution and

generating exposure.

• Potential consumers visiting furniture retail stores and design and art

exhibitions, shows and expos.

1.4 Competitive Advantage

The company's competitive edge is based on the innovative design and

execution of products, the result of professional handcraftsmanship and modem

technology. The creation of a quality product for a curious individual who is

intrigued by unconventionality in design, specifically furniture design, sets this

edge. This individual is drawn to this product which is not commonplace, yet

remains efficient and functional. Another competitive advantage is the company's
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creation of a contemporary product that is combined with customized service,

where customer's opinions and preferences are taken into consideration.

1.5 Management Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths

• Ability to adapt to the conditions of change within the market as well as the

business and to swiftly make decisions, if necessary, to take advantage of

an opportunity.

• Works well under pressure.

• Able to multi-task.

• Good leadership skills that ensure that the work gets completed.

• Enjoying working with people.

• Equipped with computer programming knowledge of Photoshop,

CorelDraw and Illustrator.

• Equipped with silkscreen printing knowledge, if textiles as upholstery

would later be a preference of the customer.

Weaknesses

• Procrastination as a result of getting distracted quite easily and then

attending to things at the last minute.

• Indecisive at times, when design decisions need to be taken.

• Tends to spend more money than initially planned; finds it difficult to

always stick to the budget. Contains partial knowledge of accounting and

bookkeeping, but not enough knowledge for administration purposes.
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2. Description of Business

FumiTECTURE is a custom manufacturer of deconstructivist-inspired furniture

pieces comprising low tables and chairs made from off-cut wood and scrap

metal, with both materials being incorporated in the pieces. The wooden products

are handcrafted with the aid of electrical hand-tools while the steel products are

made to computer-aided designs; the various parts are laser cut and then easily

assembled. All the pieces are designed and finished by Melanie Pietersen with

the aid of The Woodpecker constructing the wooden furniture and Fabrinox

constructing the steel furniture. The business will be based out of her home

studio where the design and finishing processes will take place. Melanie will sell

the furniture pieces through design and art exhibitions, as well as through well

known exdusive furniture retail stores.

The company will attract potential customers to purchase these furniture pieces

because they provide a new, fresh preference in furniture design as apposed to

conventional furniture which the industry is constantly producing. These pieces

are based on one-of-a-kind furniture designs with an unusual aesthetic, with

these factors urging potential customers to be rnotivated to purchase the furniture

because we are a society so curious for the strange and uncanny offerings of life.

3. Market Analysis

3.1 Industry description and outlook

The furniture industry is an extensive and diverse industry. The trade boasts of

an innumerable amount of designers who are producing a vast range of

innovative and intelligent furniture products. These products show an enduring

trend toward the popularity of home and wood furnishings because the latter

displays the love of natural things (jurgita, 2008). This gives the illusion of

permanence and so this niche is continuing to see a higher level of expectation iri

terms of design detail (Aronson-Korot, 2009). The process of transformation,

which Melanie is practicing in constructing these pieces of sustainable furniture
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has become synonymous with the movement of sustainability. as one of the

biggest trends that have emerged in recent times (Nexis, 2009). The innumerable

amount of designers, along with many others from a variety of design disciplines,

have started to take part in interdisciplinary design practices by investigating

unknown and untried territory with the fusion of their attained skills to create

products of diverse aesthetical value. This is when design brings together various

creative skills in products of diversity.

There are artists and designers from the various cities in the country who

manufacture products. specifically furniture products. They sell their products to

and in large department stores; they exhibit their works in galleries and at

exhibitions; some designers sen their products via a website. Another group of

designers will travel with their products and sell that which they carry with them.

All these factors depend on what the designer's goal and objectives are and what

image they want to portray.

3.2 Customers

FurniTECTURE focuses on catering to a niche market of the following target

groups of consumers: Exclusively selected furniture retail stores and individuals

or consumers visiting design and art exhibitions. shows and expos.

• Exclusively selected furniture retail stores

These retail stores are those focused on the furniture market. They are

either exclusively situated in a shopping mall or they are one of many

stores situated in popular areas such as long Street or loop Street in the

CBO of Cape Town or in Woodstock. These stores could offer floor space

at a cost or they could receive your products on deliVery.

The stores that would typically be interested in FurniTECTURE designs

are more up-market and contemporary and they take bold steps in their

design choices; these stores similarly specialize in selling one-of-a-kind
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pieces. They appeal to a niche crowd who are in favour of expressive,

unconventional and intelligent design. These stores would most likely be

situated in the city or in an up-market mall known to house exclusive

stores.

• Potential buyers or consumers

These groups of consumers act as potential buyers who own and visit

furniture retail stores and exhibitions. They have become familiar with

FumiTECTURE as a result of stumbling upon the company's website

displaying examples of Melanie's work or they have heard of the company

by word of mouth or have read an article that covered the company in one

of the many design magazines available. The individual would then view

the various pieces shown on the website to see where they are available

to be purchased, with prices on request in the store. As the company

incorporates customized service for their customers as well, this group of

consumers, requiring a custom design and manufacture service, may

contact Melanie via email, fax or telephonically to arrange for a

consultation.

The margins in making individual sales are greater as no distribution layer

is involved. On the other hand, if the company aims at making individual

sales in a store, this distribution must be in place, therefore the reason for

greater margins will result more positively through direct sales at

exhibitions and the customized service which is a direct path from

FumiTECTURE to its end consumer.

The particular individuals who are characteristically attracted to this style

of fumiture usually are from the cities and they are fairly daring,

unreserved individualists. They are not afraid of expressing a style of their

own, especially if it does not adhere to the social norm. The reason for this

is that the pieces speak daringly as bold pieces in their stance that most
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certainly challenge a traditional aesthetic in furniture design. The pieces

consist of the complex forms of deconstructivist architecture, which

produce an unconventional aesthetic, bringing about the break with

traditional furniture. It is for this reason that more expressive individuals

will see and appreciate the value in FumiTECTURE designs.

The customized service which the company provides to these potential

customers is attractive in the way that it takes into consideration the

customer's opinions, preferences or ideas. In this way the customer can

playa role in the design's development before the manufacturing process

is set in motion.

3.3 Target Market Segment Strategy

FurmTECTURE is targeting exclusive furniture retail stores, such as VAMP in

Woodstock, for example, as well as other innovative individuals as they will be

the most likely stockists of such contemporary designs, i.e. one-of-a-kind

products. Such innovative individuals are also the most likely purchasers of the

furniture pieces.

The retail stores will first approach FumiTECTURE by means of coming into

contact with Melanie after having seen examples of her furniture pieces on her

website or at a design exhibition. Another method of contact between

FumiTECTURE and the retailers is that Melanie makes contact with them to

show samples of her products. The retailer's interest in the pieces is proof that

the deliVery will be accepted by the store. In this manner. a long-term relationship

will be formed between Melanie and the store where they will encourage more

deliveries of her furniture products to be sold in their store.

FumlTECTURE's target market for potential consumers will be established from

the success of exhibitions. These are customers visiting the store and those

regularly visiting the website where examples of Melanie's work can be viewed
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along with a list of stockists. Furthermore, individuals who are seeking service

delivery will corne across the website, possibly by referral or a targeted web

search. These individuals should then make an appointment to arrange a

consultation with Melanie, via email, fax or telephonically. The potential customer

can also visit one of the stores that are listed on the website to view the product

samples in person if they wish to place an order.

3.4 Competition .

The fumiture industry involves a large number of designers who are designing

contemporary fumiture and distributing their products locally while others have

national distribution arrangements. There are also those designers who design

products that are manufactured by targer companies while others design and

make the products themselves.

S.W.O.T Analysis

Strengths

• There is more than enough working space, even though the company is

home-based, so even jf the workload gets too chaotic, the studio space

will not become cramped.

• There are no expenses for purchasing office equipment such as tables

and chairs as these are already provided for and available at horne.

• With the company being partially horne-based, there are no expenses due

to rental.

• The supply of thrown-away, off-aJt wood, in the form of old school

fumiture for constructing the wooden furniture pieces, has been granted to
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the company free of charge by Noorder-Paarl High School and they will

make an annual donation of raw material toward the company.

• The laser cutting, the means of shaping the steel furniture, enables this

production process to be efficient as it ensures that assembling the

furniture is easy and straightforward.

• The steel factory, Fabrinox, at which the sections involving steel are

produced, provides the company with scrap metal at an exceptionally

affordable price.

• The two manufacturing companies that construct the wooden and steel

furniture, The Woodpecker and Fabrinox respectively, are in close

proximity for Melanie to keep track of the production process with ease.

• The owner of The Woodpecker, where the wooden furniture is produced

delivers the finished pieces at the home-based studio free of charge.

Weaknesses

• With the company additionally offering a customized service to its

customers, it is possible that the workload could become somewhat

problematic if delivery dates and deadlines clash.

• The capital is limited as only one person is contributing toward it

• The steel factory, Fabrinox, also caters for other major companies that

generally place bulk orders and therefore are constantly busy with other

work. This means that my furniture takes longer to be produced, even

though I remain in regular contact with them via email and telephonically,

to keep track of the production process and progress.
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Opportunities

• The display of my fumiture at design exhibitions. shows or design expos

will create an opportunity for me to network with other designers in the

industry and so develop contacts with these designers and such contacts

as furniture retail owners who show an interest in the work produced at

FurniTECTURE. These store owners could possibly propose the use of

floor space for the fumiture to be sold in their stores.

• The display of my fumiture at design exhibitions, shows or design expos

will create exposure for the FurmTECTURE brand and possibly allow for

the sale of the products.

• With the furniture being displayed in the store of a furniture retailer,

another new group of customers will be exposed to the brand.

Threats

• Larger companies who hire many designers and labourers to produce

their products for local distribution.

• Should pieces be placed in a furniture retail store and not sell quickly

enough or at all. the desired income does not result

• The long periods of time between design exhibitions. shows and design

expos along with failure to generate income from the products in a store.

will leave the company with no choice but to wait for business

opportunities to corne along.

• If a piece of industrial machinery breaks down or becomes out of order for

an unspecified period of lime, speaking especially of the steel factory
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Fabrinox producing the steel furniture, the result would be loss of

production time.

3.5 Competitive Advantage

FumiTECTURE's competitive edge is based on the innovative design and

execution of these deconstructivist-inspired furniture pieces. This competitive

edge is obtained only as a result of experienced handcraftsmanship and modem

technology combining to create a quality product for the inquisitive and daring

individual who finds interest in the unconventionality of these articles of furniture.

These pieces are not commonplace, yet they remain efficient in fulfilling their

functions. The furniture displays an unconventional aesthetic that is based on the

complex geometries of the architectural structures of deconstructivism by which

they are inspired. These complex forms inspire innovative design that is multi

functional and contradicts the rationalist traditions of Modemism.

Another competitive advantage is the customized service that is offered to our

customers, which entails that their opinions and preferences are taken into

consideration during the design process. In this manner the company builds a

strong working relationship with their customers by means of integrating their

ideas and seeing to it that their needs are met at all times. Our competitive

advantage is in ensuring that punctuality with regard to the customer is practiced

in every part of the design practice - from the designing process to the

manufacturing process and finally the finishing process. the company's word will

be their honour.
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4. Marketing and Sales Strategy

FumiTECTURE's sales strategy will be targeted with the aim of obtaining a

number of exclusive furniture retail stores to carry Melanie's furniture. This will be

done as follows:

1. Melanie will visit various exclusive furniture retail stores to interact and

create networks with the storeowners or managers so as to become

acquainted with them, also showing them products designed and

manufactured by FumiTECTURE.

2. Attending design exhibitions, shows and design expos to display the

products designed and manufactured by FumiTECTURE. At such venues

well-established and fresh names in the industry attend. as well as store

owners who are present with the intention of meeting designers and

forming possible business relationships with them.

3. The placement of the company's business cards or information booklets in

the furniture retail stores where the FumiTECTURE products will be

stocked. Ensuring that the business cards or information booklets are

available at the design exhibition stand where the furniture will be

exhibited.

5. Operations

5.1 OfficelFacility requirements

The company is partially based out of Melanie Pietersen's home studio. The

facility where the production of the furniture takes place, The Woodpecker and

Fabrinox, are situated close to the home studio and in driving distance of the

studio. As these two industrial units are close to the studio. Melanie is able to

keep close contact with the production processes of the various products. She is

also able to be an active participant in the construction and assembling
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developments of the fumiture products. The studio is converted from a garage

and therefore allows a lot of working and storage space, and is not situated in an

open area, in full view of its customers. Instead it is situated in a central and well

known area. The geographical location of the company is therefore not seen as a

disadvantage, as the familiarity of the area will not cause trouble to the customer

in locating it This studio only serves the purposes of the designing process.

Melanie keeps in contact with her customers via email or telephonically. both

from her home studio. Consultations with customers also take place at the home

studio or at a central and frequent meeting spot, wherever more comfortable and

accessible for the customer.

5.2 The Product and Service

FumiTECTURE designs and manufactures pieces that are inspired by

deconstructivist architecture. The fumiture takes the form of low tables and chairs

constructed from discarded scrap metal and wood. The pieces reveal the

complex angled geometries that are prominent in deconstructivist architecture.

which establishes a contradiction to the traditional building form. With the

inspiration of this challenging style. I aim to contradict the conventional form and

aesthetics that furniture design adheres to. The various segments of off-cut wood

and scrap metal that form the individual pieces of furniture are handcrafted with

the aid of electrical hand-tools and are laser-cut to precision. respectively.

These solid materials of off-cut wood and scrap metal have been selected

because their reuse from a discarded state makes a vast contribution towards

sustainability. These materials impact on architecture where they are an

everyday commodity in the construction of architectural structures. The strength

of materials is of immense importance in architecture to ensure that the building

is securely built because it houses people; this same principle applies to furniture

design. Furniture should similarly be securely built as it also serves people. just

from a different approach.



The wooden fumiture is suited to a more handcrafted approach through the use

of electrical hand-tools to cut the desired shapes and to plane the different parts

where desired. The various parts are either joined with screws or glued together

with very strong wood glue. The steel sections constructed from off-eut

galvanized metal sheets are tack-welded together to form a square from which to

laser cut the different parts. These welding marks are exposed and therefore

accurately display the raw deconstructivist inspiration. The laser cutter cuts

incisions at the desired places where the different parts have to be fitted

together, which make the assembling process very efficient

5.3 Suppliers

The major suppliers of the raw materials for the business include:

Fabrinox: They are not only the manufacturers of the steel fumiture, but they

also supply FumiTECTURE with the off-cut scrap metal in the form of galvanized

steel, stainless steel and mild steel for the fumiture production at a very

affordable price. Fabrinox makes a vast range of finishes available to the various

metals which they provide, in the form of matte or gloss finishes in a range of

colours, spray painting and sandblasting to name but a few.

Noorder·Paarl High School: This school supplies the discarded school fumiture

and off-cut wood that is used to produce the wooden fumiture. The discarded

furniture comprise school desks and tables with metal frames still attached,

laboratory shelves and desks, chairs of solid wood and of wood attached to metal

frames, empty drawers, locker cupboards, wooden poles and off-eut pieces of

wood. These pieces could no longer be used by the school and I was granted

permission to remove the fumiture from the property to produce the wooden

furniture. The school will annually supply me with this raw material, in the form of

similar unused school furniture that they would otherwise just dispose of at a

garbage dump.
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Mica Hardware Store: They supply FumiTECTURE with BRUMMER Balcotan

Waterproof Wood glue and screws for the assembling of the wooden furniture

pieces.

6. Management

6.1 Background and experience of key owner

FumlTECTURE is owned and operated by Melanie Pietersen. It will be formed as

a close corporation that will allow for a future employee to enter the business if

deemed necessary.

Melanie followed the BacealaureusTechnologiae (BTech) Degree in Surface

Design at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology in Cape Town. At the

University of Technology, Melanie became familiar with computer-aided design

programmes such as Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, CorelDraw and Microsoft

Office PowerPoint. Her tertiary education trained her in the use of various surface

techniques such as silk screen printing, sandblasting, laser cutting and various

dyeing techniques on surfaces such as paper, fabric, glass, Perspex, wood and

metal. She made use of a govemment funded craft centre laboratory for

students. The Fabl.ab, which specializes in laser cutting of a wide range of

materials.

Her BacealaureusTechnologiae (BTech) Dissertation and practical component

entailed the construction of furniture in the form of low tables and chairs inspired

by the architectural structures of deconstructivism. Towards the completion of her

studies she realized that she had developed a passion for furniture design and

that she wanted to develop her own business practice around it. Here she would

design and manufacture, with help from larger companies. and then distribute

these architecturally-fnspired pieces.



6.2 Professional Services

The professional services of a qualified accountant, an aunt of Melanie's, will be

engaged to handle the administrative work of the company.

7. Financial Requirements

FumiTECTURE's start-up costs will include the following equipment for the

home-based business:

Fees for creating a website

A photo copying machine

(Melanie currently owns a PC with CD-RW, Adobe Photoshop,

CorelDraw and Microsoft Office PowerPoint; an A4 colour printer; ADSl is

currently running)

A fax machine

A light box

Anextra telephone Iandline

Strip agents (to prepare the steel products for finishing)

Finishing agents

Raw materials:

off-art scrap metal (galvanized steel)

thrown away wooden school furniture and wood off-arts

screws
wood glue

Start-up Expenses

This includes: stationery, website development and raw materials

TOTAl START-UP EXPENSES: R 3000,00

Start-up Assets

This includes: photo copying machine, fax machine, extra telephone Iandline

TOTAl START-UP ASSETS: RiO 000,00
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Long-term Assets

This includes the light box, which is an essential part of the running of the

business.

TOTAL LONG-TERM ASSETS:

Start-up Assets:

Start-up cash required

Long-term Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

Start-up Funding

Start-up expenses to fund

Start-up assets to fund

TOTAL FUNDING REQUIRED

CAPITAL

Planned investment

Melanie Pietersen

Bank Loan

TOTAL PLANNED INVESTMENT

lUIPa;;.:

R 13 000,00

R 10 000,00

R 13 000,00

R 23 000,00

R 3000,00

R 23 000,00

R 26 000,00

R 25 000,00

R 35 000,00

R 55 000,00



8. Financial Data

8.1 Cash Flow Projection

The first year of business, on a month-to-month basis of 12 months for the year

ending 31 December 2011

furnltecture

by melanie pietersen
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8.2 Income Statement

For the year ended 31 December 2011.

Income Statement for the year ended 31 December 2011

furnItecture

by melanie pietersen

SALES 36958

COST OF SALES - 1076

GROSS MARGIN 35882

OPERATING EXPENSES 35086

Merchandise (raw materials) 2995

Purchases (specify) 1272

Outside services 24606

Supplies (oflice & oper.) 370

Advertising 2000

Car. delivery & travel 930

Telephone 826

Utilities 320

Insurance 840

Other expenses (internet) 927

OPERATING PROFIT (before tax & interest) 796

TAX 0

INTEREST 0

NET PROFIT (after lax & interest) 796
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To conclude this chapter, I have presented a probable business plan, with the

purpose of starting a company which will market and deal in the sale of these

deconstructivist-inspired furniture pieces. These pieces aim to challenge the

traditional form and aesthetics of furniture design. The company,

FumiTECTURE, with Melanie Pietersen as the owner and designer, will

manufacture exclusive, one-of-a-kind pieces of furniture comprising low tables

and chairs of off-cut wood and scrap metal. In this manner the company will

follow the route of a sustainable practice in designing for the reuse of wood and

steel.

The company manufactures these furniture pieces with the aid of The

Woodpecker, a carpentry company producing the wooden furniture, and

Fabrinox, a steel company, at which the steel furniture is produced. Both of these

companies are in close proximity to the business. The business is partially home

based,with the products being sold through design and art exhibitions, design

expos and through select furniture retail stores. The brand boasts of a niche

market of unreserved, daring individualists who express themselves in a style

their own.

A probable Cash Flow Projection and Income Statement for the business

recording feasible amounts of income and expenditure for the duration of twelve

months have been drawn up. From the Income Statement I calculated a profit

made for the twelve months ended December 2011. This prediction foresees the

success of FurmTECTURE as a probable company providing the consumer with

a new preference in furniture design.
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CHAPTER SIX

Conclusion

My research has explored and reached an understanding of architectural structures

that adhere to deconstructivist design principles, and has inspired the reconstruction of

second-hand furniture and scrap metal into functional, innovative pieces of furniture

appealing to a niche market, or specific spaces. These pieces comprising of low tables

and chairs have been handcrafted with the aid of electrical hand-tools and heavy

weight industrial machinery to perform as expressions of contradiction that adhere to

sustainable design practices, through designing for reuse, specifically the reuse of

wood and scrap metal.

The theoretical basis of my research is supported by three specific theories. I reflected

on "Futures Thinking", which provided a conceptual basis for this research, from Sohail

Inayatullah stating that better understanding of the process of change is required so

that a wiser, preferred future can be created (Inayatullah, 2001). Supporting this theory

is Victor Margolin's study regarding changing existing situations into preferred ones

(Margolin, 1989: 3). Essential to this research was Jacques Derrida's theory of

deconstruction, which provided the conceptual framework of my research. This theory

states that written texts undermine their apparent meanings as there is no limit to their

interpretation (The Studio Trust, 2010). It gives recognition to the individual

interpretation, which everyone can practice when unraveling the meaning of text or any

other subject to present an individual viewpoint (Siegel, 2010). Finally this research

reflected on the theory of sustainability, supported by Ezio Manzini who advocates that

this is vital in order to regenerate the context of our lives (Doors of Perception, 2003).

In the field of sustainable design, I reflected on the Campana Brothers who, as

practitioners and experts in the field of sustainable design, adhere to sustainable

practices. Therefore this research has been concerned with confronting and

challenging the conformity that the form of furniture and its aesthetic adheres to.
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My products reflect the design principles that characterise deconstructivisrn. I have

focused on the architectural structures of Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind. Their

constructions are created from a sense of duty to bring consciousness and preserve

the rich histories of the struggles of those who came before us. Their deconstructivist

expression embraces complex geometric forms and shapes appearing as fragmented

figures, broken-straight lines, angles and curves and clashing and distorted

geometries, to create an unsettling and apparently incomplete facade, I have applied

these distinctive elements, evident in architecture, on a smaller scale to the furniture I

have produced, forming the various structures so that they are directly accessible to

humans, to engage and interact with.

Through this approach I have established that it is possible for a deconstructivist

aesthetic to be evident in sustainable design to a large degree. So the aesthetics of the

style of my pieces may create a new perception in the minds of people who are willing

to consider it, similar to impact of the architectural structures; to exercise more

sustainable practices whilst recognizing a new possibility and preference in furniture

design.

In recognition of the need to test whether a new preference through my furniture may

be possible, I conducted a data collecting process to establish the possible success of

my products. The positive outcome confirmed that my deconstructivist furniture could

appeal to a niche market and establish a probable new preference in furniture design.

The inspiring architectural structures of deconstructivism that have led to the

unconventional form and aesthetics of these pieces, along with the theory of

deconstruction, which encourages recognizing the individual interpretation, has imbued

these individual expressions of contradiction with significance. The underlying intention

derived from the association with deconstructivism is that the theory of deconstruction

associated with these pieces will become better known. This may encourage an

awakening of the individual consciousness and lead to a renewal sense of confidence

in one's own interpretive understanding and beliefs and thereby help people to becorne

responsible individuals and to ultimately restore individualism.
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